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Tennessee, Kentucky Governurs Write
Letters Pledging Civic Center Support

The last meeting of the year of
Winders in the Pepsi-Cola Shopthe Fulton Woman's Club will be ping Spree drawing
The governors of Tennessee and Kentucky added support follow:
for May 3, the
held tomorrow, Friday, at 1:30 second of
TENNESSEE
six local drawings, are: their whole-hearted endorsement today to a proposed
p. m. in the club home. The pro$25.00 gift certificate - Mary De- Civic Center for the twin cities.
EXECUTIVE CHAMBER
Governor Frank G. Clegram, by the Junior Department, Berry, Clinton.
NASHVILLE
ment of Tennessee in a letter to Mayor Milton Counce
will be in charge of Mrs. Herbie
$10.00 gift certificates - Carol
May 3, 1965
Hunt.
Ann Fortner, Fulton; Ginger of South Fulton, and Governor Edward T. Breathitt, in a
Mayor
Milton
Counce
Mrs. Ralph Hardy will introduce Fields, South Fulton; Elvis Leip, letter to Mayor
Gilbert DeMyer of Fulton, paid high tri- City of South Fulton
the new kindergarten board and Hickman.
bute
to
the
people
of the twin cities for working toward Tennessee
Mrs. William Sloan, kindergarten
$5.00 gift certificates - Mrs. C. W.
teacher, who will speak briefly.
Andrews, Mrs. Willie Bell, Fulton; the establishment of a Civic Center here. They also Dear Mayor Cornice:
Hostesses for the meeting will be Mrs. H. V. Wilkins, Clyde Jackson, pledged their support to secure financing for
the propos- It is my understanding that the
Mrs. Charles Wade Andrews, Mrs. Clinton; Earl Brandett, Hickman. ed center.
International Banana Festival AsBill Fenwick, Mrs. Bill Fossett,
$2.00 gift certificates - Mrs. Della
sociation, Inc. is applying to the
Johnson, Percy M. Veatch, Ginger
and Mrs. Robert Peterson.
City Manager Rollin Shaw, secreCommunity Facilities Agency for
The Board of Directors will meet Byrd, Mrs. Harry McKinney, Mrs. tary of the newly established to do a feasibility study for the a grant to conduct a feasibility
at noon at the Park Terrace, Glenn Walker, Fulton; I. T. John- Civic Center Authority, has filed center'
study with regard to the eswhere a "Dutch" luncheon will be son, Terry Darnell, Billy Shaw, an application for a Federal grant
The letters of commendation and tablishment of a civic center at
Hickman
;
Ruby Laws, Harold Myserved.
Fulton, Kentucky-South
Fulton,
att, Clinton.
Tennessee.
One 10-oz. case Pepsi-Cola - Dr.
In connection with this, I wantH. V. Connaughton, Josie Moser,
CHEERS!
ed you to know that Tennessee
Mrs. Joe W. Hill, Mrs. Larris
Cheerleaders for South 'Fulton Birminghtm,
has a keen interest in the Banana
Eugene Fortner, FulJunior High for 1965-66 are: Patsy ton; Ruth
Maxey, Mae FeatherFestival and in the ensuing proFULTON HI CHEERLEADERS FOR 1965-66: (front, from left): Rome Adams,
Beverly Bizzle, Carmen stone, Cecil F. Martin,
Jr., Clinton,
A 16-year-old Negro boy, stand- assisted in the investigation by motion of good relations with our
Foster, sophomore; Rita Craven, sophomore; (Second row, from left): Gardner, Deborah Hodges, Jackie
Mrs. J. A. Butler, James A. Fergu- big at the edge
of the highway State Trooper P. T. English and Latin American neighbors.
Rita Cash, sophomore, 2nd alternate; Cindy Homra, sophomore; Caro- Hollie and Brenda Overby.
son, Hickman.
with a flashlight in his hand, was Obion County Coroner
This year, Tennessee will parBarry
lyn Allen, sophomore; Sara Jane Poe, senior, Captain; (top row, from
run down and killed about 9:15 White, identified the three men ticipate financially in the Festival.
Friday nigit, about a half-mile as Leroy
left): Mary Jo Westpheling, sophomore, 1st alternate; Ruth Ann BurnBurress, Rex Cloar I feel that a civic center which
south of Fulton on Highway 51.
and Raphael Phipps. All three might become a permanent part
ett°, sophomore; Miss Janet Allen, sponsor.
The victim, John Louis Knight, were in an intoxicated condition, of the
Banana Festival would be
a freshman at Fulton High School the officer said.
most appropriate and I wish you
is the son of Louis Knight, Illinois
The trio was returned to Union good luck with your application
Facilities
City, Trooper Kilpatrick said, and to the Community
Judge
Ebb
Gwaltney„ on Burress who is 27 was charged Agency.
recommendatior. of District At- with second degree
murder. Phipps
Sincerely,
High honors came in "on the double" in the Joe torney General Fleming Hodges, and Cloar, the officer said, were
/s/ Frank G. Clement
Do you plan to be away from Treas household this
set bond for Leroy Burress at being held for investigation.
FGC: jds
past week-end. The head of the $10,000,
your voting precinct on Tuesday,
following a preliminary
househ
old
came
in
for the outstanding honor of being hearing in Obion County
Trooper Kilpatrick said Burress
May 25?
COMMONWEALTH OF KY.
admitted being the driver of the
president of the Kentucky Postmasters Association, and Sessions Court. BurressGeneral
has 1955 Buick involved
Lf you do. be sure to make arOFFICE
OF THE GOVERNOR
in the accirangements to vote for the candi- his daughter Nancy, who was named valedictorian of failed to make bond and is still dent. He told the investigators
Frankfort
in custody. The Grand Jury, he knew he had
date of your cl-oiee . . . You may her graduating class at Fulton High School, was one
hit something
May 4, 1965
of
convened in Union City but said he thought it was a car.
do this by calling your county only two recipients of the
Postmasters' Association an- which
Honorable Gilbert DeMyer
court clerk for an application for
Monday, is expected to hear The left front section
of the
an absentee ballot. The deadline nual scholarship awards.
evidence in the case.
auto was damaged, Trooper Kil- Mayor of the City of Fulton
Fulton, Kentucky
for applying for an absentee bal- . Getting honors is getting to be
patrick said.
• • •.
lot is May 6.
•
"old hat" to the Treas family, and ships from the educational fund Central
Dear Mayor DeMyer:
employe, who lives on
Killed almost instantly in the acr
Forms may be secured from justifiably so. The popular Ful- and only sons or
The results of a state-wide poll
daughters, McComb Street.
cident }(night's body was tossed It has been my pleasure to distaken in the legislative races are your county court clerk, or County ton family delves headlong into grandsons OT grevcaughters or
Tenness
ee
State
Trooper
about 42 feet from the point of im- cuss with Mrs. Paul Westpheling,
Tom
every phase of community life, wards of postmasters are eligible. Kilpatri
gratifying, of course. (See story on News office.
ck said the car failed to pact Coroner White said the right chairman of the Fulton City Civic
The
award
exerting
was presented
leadership, while giving
this page.) But elections are won
to stop after the accident and
that leg was servered from the body. Center Authority, the community's
unstintedly of their time and the Fulton High senior 'by Mrs. three
and lost on optimism, and I don't
Union City men were arrest- Other apparent injuries included a plans to establish a civic center
Sylvia Newman, of Hi Hat, Ken- ed
work.
intend to have a pollster keep me
a short time later in South skull fracture, a broken neck and in Fulton.
from seeing all the people I intend
Nancy tied with Betty Bennett tucky, mother of the last year's Fulton.
the fracture of the left hip.
Knowing of the dedicated efto see right up to May 25.
with a 2.97 standing to be named winner.
Trooper Kilpatrick, who
was
(Continued on page ten)
forts of both Fulton, Kentucky,
valedictorian. Betty is the daughter
Nancy plans to attend the
My only regret is that, with less
and South Fulton, Tennessee, to
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robert University of Kentucky in the
than three weeks left, I don't think
The regular monthly meeting of
sponsor a sincere program to
Bennett.
fall.
I'll be able to visit with all the the Fulton Citizens Advisory
Comestablish friendship and underEach year the Postmaster Aspeople I wanted to. With 868 square mittee will be held in
Besides Nancy the other Treas
the City Hall
standing with our Latin American
sociation awards two scholarmiles to cover, that takes a lot Tuesday, May 11, at 7:30
(Continued on page ten)
p. m.
neighbors, it is my hope, too, that
of time, and even more energy, of
Speaker for the meeting will be
which I seem to be having less.
t' is proposed center may some
William T. Colloredo, from MemBut it's a great and rewarding
day be called the Latin American
In
special election called for Jr.
phis, who is a private consultant
experience. As the time nears for
next Tuesday May 11th, Obion
In his explanation, Mr. Hamilton Friendship Center.
and deals primarily in Urban Reyou to make your decision I keep newal
Countians will decide whether or said the bill would not affect
While the International Banana
Develop
ment.
the
remembering a poem by that wonnot to change their method of electFestival
Association plans for its
All
member
s
are
urged to attend.
• hfik•
derful, dear gent, Robert Frost.
ing Board of Education members
In a special meeting Wednes- third exciting festival, I share the
It goes like this:
During the next several days, made to any board member listed in the County.
day afternoon, the South Fulton hope of the twin communities that
For I have promises to keep,
many residents and businesses of below: Martha Mahan, Betty VowThe school bill, which will be city government voted
CLOSED WEDNESDAY PM
endorse- such a center can become a reality
And miles to go before I sleep,
the Twin Cities will receive letters ell, James Green, Lonnie Roper, voted on next Tuesday, would al- ment
of the change of selection by the fourth festival in 1966.
Members of the Retail Merch- requesting a donation to Twin Louis
And miles to go before I sleep.
Weaks, David Phelps, Kin- low citizens to elect their own of County School Board members
ants Bureau began this week Cities youth projects for the
I have told the good citizens of
com- dred Winston, C. A. Boyd, Jr., board members, rather than have from court appointment to elecclosing at noon Wednesdays. The ing summer.
these communities that my office
them appointed by the county tion by popular ballot.
Charles Pawhtkiewicz.
schedule will continue through
will be available at any time to
It may be that a number of you
A turnout of close to 600 young- court. It also would gradually reAugust.
••••
assist in any way that we can to
reading this news item may have sters is anticipated for this sum- duce the number of board memterms of any of the present board bring about a civic center in
been omitted from the mailing list mer and funds needed will run be- bers from 10 to seven.
Fulmembers.
ton.
for some reason or other; please do tween $2,500 and $3,000. Capitalize
DAY CAMP REGISTRATION
One person would be elected
In
having
the bill drawn, he said
not let this omission (which was on the biggest bargain of the year from each of the seven road cornSincerely,
The retail-beer and packagehe used-as a guide the George PeaDeadline for registration for the assuredly unintentional) keep you and the
Edward T. Breathitt
/s/
mission
districts
best
guarante
,
but
each
e
_
you can
would body College survey, the survey
liquor licenses of eight
Fulton Fulton-Hickman Girl
Scout day from making a donation to this make toward the Twin Cities' fu- be elected at-large.
establishments were
suspended camp at Columbus-Be
followed four years ago in consolilmont Park worthy project. Any and all dona- ture; the •"investment" you make
Explaining the provisions of the dating seven county schools into
for five days by the Alcoholic is May 7, according to
Mrs. W. B. tions are welcome and can be made can gladden your heart, too, but
bill, at the final meeting of the what is now Obion County Central
Beverage Control Board in an Stokes. Fulton
Camp dates are either via mail, or in person, to you'll have to come out
to the park year of the Obion County Educa- High School.
action taken at Frankfort Monday. June 28 thru July 2,
and girl the Fulton Bank or the City Na- to see "happiness." WHEN? Altion Assn., held at Obion County
The board had cited- all on a scouts between 7 and 17
According to Mr. Hamilton, 68
are tional Bank.
most any day or any evening be- Central High School last Monday
charge of permitting consumption eligible to attend.
of
the state's 95 counties already
In
addition, donations can be tween June 1st and July 31st.
was State Rep. Milton Hamilton, have passed similar measures.
of distilled spirits on the premises
The suspensions began at different times this and next month.
The firms are Happy's Liquor
Liquor
Stare, Buck's Drive-In
Contracts for three bituminous
Store, 501, Liquors, Joyner's Liquor
concrete surfacing projects in FulStare, K. P.'s Liquor Store, L. C.
ton County have been awarded by
With the Democratic primary less than three weeks The race has some interesting said he was involved through his In Ballard
Adams, The Keg Liquor Store and
County, where he re- the I4ighway Dejaartment, Governor
away, the most frequent comment made about the elec- aspects in that Maddox and Graves newspaper.
Lake Street Liquor Store.
ceived 433 votes to Graves' 981 in Edward T. Breathitt and Highway
each other in 1963, with
tion is that "it's the quietest one in history." Although opposed
1963. Maddox is running a poor Commissioner Henry T. Ward anAlthough
Graves
has
indicate
d
Graves carrying Carlisle
Balthird, with Mrs. Westpheling hav- nounced today.
the statement has been repeated in other elections, for lard counties and Maddox and
carrying that he has "made peace" with ing a slight lead over
Mr. Graves, The projects are: The Roper
educatio
nal
leaders
in
Carlisle
Fulton
the first time in history it appears to be true, without
and Hickman counties.
the
poll
indicate
d.
Farm
leaders, School Road from Ky. 94 extending
County,
recent
a
poll of the candicontradiction. In Fulton County, where there are four Maddox nosed out Graves in Hick- dates revealed neither
Graves, nor irate over a local situation that northerly to 100 feet north of the
man County by only 199 votes. It
candidates for sheriff, two for county judge, two for was the nearly 1450 majority in Maddox have the concerted support Maddox promised to correct in the bridge over Brush Creek, a dis1963 General Assembly, and then tance
of one mile; and the Upper
Monday, May 10 is the deadline jailer, nine to fill four magisterial positions and eight
Fulton County that brought about of school teachers and administra- sided
to
with a minority faction optors
in
the
four-cou
nty
area.
In
his
Bottom Road from Ky. 94 near the
a
621-vote victory for Maddox.
for getting refunds on tickets to fill three constablicies (Charl
posing
the matter, are in open bates Forrest has no opposiannouncement Maddox revealed
east city limits of Hickman exthe Candid Camera Revue, which tion in
Here's the 1963 vote:
the
First
that "he was happy to have killed" tle to defeat him. Moreover, Mad- tending
Distric
t),
on
the
surfac
e
there
appear
s
officials of the Banana Festival
northeasterly to the
dox
has
reported
ly joined forces
to be little interest in the races and, certainly, nothing County
Maddox
Graves legislation that was favored by with a group
bridge over Bayou De Chien, a
has been permanently postponed,
seeking
to
have
the
educatio
nal leaders during the
Ballard
that has heretofore been a "hot race."
433
981
Association said today.
Ballard County School Superintend- distance of 0.9 mile.
1963 session.
Carlisle
595
1074
ent elected instead of appointed.
Because of technical difficulties
Ken-Tenn Construction Company,
The candidates are making the
The poll further indicated that of
Fulton
1798
349
with the film from last year's
Fulton, submitted the low bid
Many.
well-inf
instance
ormed
all
the
candidat
voters
s,
in
rounds,
all
seeking
es
all
four
Hickman
that is evident, for almost
counties, some
office in
963
764
Festival, it is impossible to dhow
the four-county legislative district over the district are resenting the of $25,300.0.5.
every public establishment has its of the encumbents holding offices
Total
3789
3168
movies.
th6
Refunds
maybe fair share
Also a project to begin at Ky.
the most widely known is Mrs. Jo alleged Maddox promise stating
of candidates' cards that usually create a great deal of
secured by contacting Mrs. Connie
Appointe
d
approximately 2.5 miles west
to
that
fill
the
"Maddo
Westphel
x
knows
unexpire
interest
ing,
good
d
whose hour-long radio
posted around. But if the candiduring election time, have
and well
Pawlukiewicz at the News office. dates
term of Hoyt Barnett, who resigned Program each morning for seven that this is a wild promise just to of US 51 and'extend northerly
iti *
themselves are making any
a
_a job. auith-the-Qamagate Aals-syeeragirlierwtre" eta& Ant-sk-lmind--full-ef-rotes-iarrir-sm
Inee-of 1:711 nrlles.
Teel afrettlatary-- hal:card-Mrkffir tfiv_
-one-ree
e-in- the-four= Ministration, Maddax's Selectio her
FESTIVAL MAY 27-29
n
"personally ,acquainted" in area. Such a bill," They Say "would
Ken-Thin
voters "choose up sides," it is not county legislative
Constru etion Comdistrict that rueY came as somewhat of a surprise
87%
of
the homes in Fulton. Hick- make Kentucky the laughing stock pany. Fulton, submitted the low
to
easily
noticeab
le. The situation ap- be commanding more than the
The 34th
Annual Kentucky
area political leaders. When seek- man and Carlisle counties. In 'Bal- of the Nation. We've got enough
bid of $21,867.70.
Mountain Laurel festival at Pine- pears to be the same almost all usual attention for this quiet elec- ing a full term
in 1963, in the new- lard County, the poll indicated, school problems without having to
over
Kentuck
y,
state-wi
de political tion year is the State representa- ly
ville will be Thursday May 27
created four-county legislative Mrs. Westpheling is best known for bother with a nuisance promise
through Saturday May 29, with all observers have commented. Par- tive's race, where the encumbent district
in Kentucky, Maddox re- her television appearances over that irritates almost every county
GOAL TOPPED
three days crammed with activi- ticularly is it true in the four- Henry Maddox of Hickman is being ceived
595
votes in Graves' own WPSD-TV and her efforts to pro- school superintendent in the discounty
First
Legislative District, opposed by two newspaper editors,
ties to entertain visitors.
county, which even the Carlisle mote tourism and industry
A total of $945.40 has been colIn spite of the fact that approxi- Mrs. Jo Westphel
, reveal- trict."
ing of the Fulton County candidate admitted
was an ed over the years through the PaOne school superintendent said: lected locally this year in the
mately 105 candidates are seeking News and Ralph
Graves of the "anti" vote caused by a
Be sure to get absentee ballot
heated ducah-Sun Democrat and the Lou- "The matter of how county school Easter Seal campaign, accordto fill about 50 offices, In many Carlisle County
News in Bardwell. school controversy in which Graves
ing to drive Chairman Flynn
isville Courier-Journal.
(Continued on page ten)
Powell.

Union Citian Charged With Murder
Following Highway Death Near Here

Going Away? Get
Your Absentee Ballot

Honors"On The Double"
In Treas Family Today

Advisory Group
Meets May 11

Elect Or Appoint School Board? That's
Decision For Obion Countians Next Tuesday

Fund Drive For Summer Youth Program Begins;
Program Success Depends On Your Generosity

Licenses Of Eight
In Fulton Suspended

Fulton County
Awarded New
Road Projects

Election Is Quiet; Poll Indicates Fulton Editor Leading Field

Deadline May 10th
For Movie Refunds

r

State-wide Publication Views Upcoming Bond
Issue As Investment In Kentucky's Progress
For sometime now, we have been
hearing about "the big $176 million
bond issue" that is to be voted on the
Kentucky November ballot, that its
passage is a prime objective of Governor Breathitt and his State Democratic organization, and how import"ant it is that this bond issue be approved by voters. But we didnt really
know why it was so important until
this past weekend, when an illuminatliv bit in the 'Kentucky Report' (a
Sfate business and financial weekly)
came to our desk.
Ky. Report calls the forthcoming
bond issue "the biggest and most
promising investment Kentuckians
have made in history", and that it is
expected to have the unqualified support of the Better Roads Council. To
that, we can add many other important State organizations, Democratic,
Republican and non-partisan. Says
KyR of the forthcominr issue:
"$139 millions in packaged bond issue will
go for completion of Kentucky's vast roads network; Matching U. S. funds of $597 millions
would boost total for highway purposes to $602.6
millions. U. S. and other funds to match other
item of expenditure contemplated by $176 millions bond issue would swell total available for
all capital purposes to 5860.7 millions.
Higher education would get second highest
allocation under bond issue, $97 millions, including matching funds.
Republicans
County
Louisville-Jefferson
have indorsed state's proposed bond issue. There
is "something" in big bond issue for almost

killing ourselves."
Such dilemma. It is of paramount consideration that only a political idiot would run for Governor in 1967 if this bond issue fails in November. For next administration would be so handCuffed for finances it would have to raise taxes
in all brackets, including restoring slash in income tax ,in order to pay for necessities.
Pennsylvania has advanced on multi-billiondollar road budget at behest of Republican Gov.
William Scranton, giving him far more funds
than he originally requested. Kentuckians are
being asked to vote $176 millions general obligation bond issue Jsithout, at this time, any additional or increased taxes.
With matching funds of $684.7 millions available and waiting, net result of bond issue would
be period of biggest boom in Kentucky's history
from which increased revenues would be reaped
to assist in financing pay-off or bond issue.
It's biggest and most promising investment
Kentuckians have made in history. Without it,
higher taxes are necessary and even they could
not be sufficient to get job done on basis on
which bond issue contemplates immediate availability of kinds.
This is $176 millions "package." No voter
can vote for one item, or two or three, and
against others. All must receive one affirmative
vote. It's all or nothing at all — except higher
taxes. Kentuckians have clear choice."

(1) Work for a time meeting the
public. Serve as a gas station attendant, a waiter, a sack-boy, or an usher.
Deliver newspapers or work in a
parking lot, perhaps, but do something that will get you before the
public! You will learn how tight, in-,
considerate, thoughtless and insufferable the public can be. You will also
learn how generous, understanding,
kind and wonderful the public can be.
The people you will be with in adult
life are not all going to be friends,
neighbors, classmates and relatives.
To understand what the world is all
about, you must learn of the world's
inhabitants . ..
(21 Work for a time at a job requiring physical exertion. A chance
to use your arms and back. An opportunity to tire and sweat and puff and
understand what the word "labor" is
all about. An overwhelming majority
of the world's population labors physically for enough bread or rice to
exist. Get a job on construction, a
farm, a loading dock, in a warehouse.
With the background of meeting
the public, and the rich, rewarding
experience of manual labor behind
you, manhood cannot be far away.. .
—Kentucky Labor News

Excise Tax On Phone Service Should—End
The excise tax on telephone service levied as a wartime emergency
measure is still with us, though the
emergency has long ago ended and
telephone service has long since ceased to be a luxury.
It was imposed to help raise
money to finance the World War II
effort and to discourage the personal
use of a vital communications medium during a national emergency.
Though it was levied strictly as a temporary measure, and despite numerTHE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WKSTPIEELI1(G1
Iditors and Publishers
Published Ever, Thursdlay of The Year
A member of the Kentucky Press Aasoeladon
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1166101111161111111111
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Kentucky

every region of state, and when counting on
road funds alone it affects ill 120 counties directly or indirectly.
One Republican leader was quoted in press
as saying if GOP lined up against bond issue,
Party would be accused of "shooting Santa
Claus" and if it lined up for bonds "we're just

To An "Old" Boy...
A few weeks from now, thousands of you in Kentucky will complete your formal education.
Those who acquire a high school
diploma will be fortunate, since 8.4
years is the average schooling in our
state. Graduation speakers will again
descend among us with tedious, boring orations. You may expeCt to hear
some dry, philosophical discourse
with little substance for a young man
now faced with the hard, cold realities of adult life. Time may be wasted
by a speaker describing in glowing
terms the difference in good and evil.
If this wasn't learned years before on
Mom's knee, graduation night maybe
a bit late ...
You are finding the transition period between being an "old" boy and
a "young" man to be full of frustrations. Jokers will tell you that you are
at the awkward age—"too old for a
bicycle and too young for a car", or,
"too big to cry and too young to
cuss" . . . .
These are not really such wonderful days . . .
We would advise you to go to
college IF AT ALL POSSIBLE, but
whether you go to college or not, we
would advise you to do TWO
THINGS:

STRICTLY BUSINESS

ous efforts to repeal it, this 10 per
cent excise tax on telephone use is
still on the books. The tax will die a
natural death on June 30 this year,
unless the 86th Congress acts to extend it. Another try at eliminating it
is building up.
Actually, this excise tax is discrtminatory. It is the only utility taxed by the Federal Government. Users
of telephones pay it; it is not placed on
the telephone companies. Its elimination would mean an immediate reduction in cost of telephone service to individual and business subscribers.
World War II ended 20 years ago
this summer. And, since the days of
World War II, the telephone has become a great necessity to the conduct
of business, even to the operation of
a household. The tax unduly penalizes
telephone customers for use of an essential service. It is a burden on the
householder with a small income.
And, if it is allowed to expire on
June 30, as it should, income tax reve- nue from businela would increase,
since the tax is now deductible as a
business expense.
When men speak ill of thee, live
so as nobody may believe them
—Plato

Windage

Sy P. W.
Fulton—who want to take
Daylight saving time is kinda ents ,in
giant step forward in improvea
everyas
long
As
measles.
the
like
of the teeth of their children
body has the measles, everybody ment
to these towns and ask
write
—to
part
is in the same boat; but When
did it. Or inquire at Murthey
why
part
and
'ernhave
of the folks
or Write the State Department
don't, things are in a mess, aren't ray,
Health for a list of other Kenof
they.
tucky towns who have added fluoTake the case of Paducah, which rine to their water! Let's get in
went on "fast" time last week. A step with progress.
lot of the Scouts went up to the
Scout-A-Rama, forgot to set their
LANDING SYSTEM PUTS
watches up and got fouled up at
PLANES DOWN SAFELY
every turn. Now, in order to get
to an evening meeting up there,
CHICAGO — A new automatic
one has to practically leave here airplane landing system, developin the middle of the afternoon to ed in France, puts a big jet in line
allow for an hour drive and an ex- with a runway, follows the airport
tra hour time-jump. And what signals, and "flares" the plane for
schedule are the airlines there us- a soft touch-down. During the aping: regular time or "fast" time?? proach the airborne computers
The whole thing brings on a hun- control the plane's heading, altitude
dred vexing problems every time rate of descent and speed. The deyou have to tangle with it. vice also warns the pilot in case
I used to like to get home by 5:30 any instrument fails.
to watch Huntley-Brinkley and then
the local news; now that they've
moved these up to the late afternoon I guess they've lost at least
one viewer till next fall.
People are creatures of habit.
When you go to reshuffle things
around and force them to break
certain habits it takes a long time
and a lot of "doing" to get everybody back in the groove again.

"Watch him — he's not young, but it's 5,,:tig and his
fancy still turns!"

TV

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock
May 11, 1945
Headlines - WAR ENDS officially
5:01 p. m., Tuesday, May 8th. Truman and Churchill broadcast officially Tuesday morning that Germany had capitulated in unconditional surrender, accepting hard
terms to end the war. The formal
capitulation was signed at Reims
at 2:41 a. m. here. The historic
event came just five years, eight
months and six /flays after Hitler
invaded weak Mit proud Poland
and struck the spark which set the
world afire. Unconditional surrender and ending of the war brought
world-wide joy and jubilation.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Vincent, Wingo, Ky., have announced the marriage of their daughter. Darlaska,
to Hubert Wright of Cayce, Ky.
The couple was married Saturday
afternoon at the home of Rev. J. T.
Drace in Water Valley. After a
short honeymoon, the couple will
make their home in Fulton, where
both are employ.,

up wholly and scattered up and
down the street, striking automobiles and store windows.
Rev. C. H. Warren, for many
years pastor of the Fulton First
Baptist Church, has accepted the
pulpit of the Walnut Street Baptist
Church in Carbondale, Ill. He and
his family have already moved to
the Illinois City.
From Latham: Cpl. Arval Foy
(Jack) Pinkston and Miss Mable
Simpson surprised their many
friends by driving to Missouri last
Thursday (May 3) and being married. Cpl. Pinkston is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Arval Pinkston of
near Dresden, while the bride is
the youngest daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Simpson of this community.

With the cessation of war in Europe officially announced Tuesday,
the brownout was lifted, after being in effect here for several
months. Now the marquee of the
Fulton Theatre shines brightly
again and many of the store lights
are on again, as well as neons.
The wind and rain storm which
swept this section May 7 did considerable damage. The current of
KU went off for about one hour,
employees of light and telephone
companies were busy making repairs to restore service, trees
were twisted and limbs broken off
about the city. On Lake Street the
'ZiTaTtr. paper> collection center,
made of sheet metal, was picked

From Pilot Oak: Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Boyd were given a shower
Wednesday evening (May 2) at the
Missionary Baptist Church. Their
home was recently destroyed by
fire. A lot of nice, useful things
were given, which were very much
appreciated.
From Lynnville: Mrs. J. R. Taylor had quite a scare the other day
at noon When she went to the
brooder house to feed her chicks
and found two big black snakes in
with her chickens. She killed one
of them and the other got away. So
she will still be looking for snakes.
From Cayce: The Cayce Homemakers met recently in the home
of Mrs. A. J. Lowe. The major project, "Money Matters," was given
by Miss Alice Sowell, who showed
the correct way to write and endorse checks.

The Kentucky Department of
Health pointed out this week that
the towns of Irvine, Hartford, and
Cadiz started fluoridation programs recently, bringing the total
of communities fluoridating their
public water supply systems up to
65. These systems serve approximately 1,060,000 persons, or 70 per
cent of the population served by
public water supplies.
Again, I urge interested par-
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An hist6rica1 review of the Civil War day by day .tri Ken.
tucks, as re,,iewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission
By JOE JORi)AN
One hundred years ago this
week, additional Confederate soldiers from Kentucky, most of them
members of Lt. Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest's cavalry command,
were freed from further military
service when one native Kentuckian surrendered to another. At
Citronelle, Ala., on May 4, Lt. Gen.
Richard Taylor surrendered 42,293
officers and men of the Confederate Army's Department of Alabama to Maj. Gen. E. R. S. Canby.
Taylor, educated at Harvard and
Yale and two foreign universities,
had entered the Confederate States
Army as colonel of a Louisiana
regiment. Canby. a U. S. Regular
Army officer serving in New Mexico when the war started, had been
appointed to the Military Academy
from Indiana.
On May 8 the paroles of the men
surrendered by Taylor were accepted and they were free to go
home. Although Taylor was said
to be surrendering all the Confederate soldiers still under arms east
of the Mississippi, that did not
apply to five brigades of cavalry,
largely made up of Kentuckians,
who were escorting President Jefferson Davis and members of his
cabinet, and guarding some $500,000 to $600,000 of Confederate treasure, mostly in gold, that had been
brought out of Richmond before
surrender of the capital.
At Abbeville, S. C., on May 7,
President Davia_ summoned to a
council of war‘the five brigade
commanders, S. W. Ferguson,
George G. Dibrell, J. C. Vaughan,
Basil W. Duke and W. C. P. Breckinridge. Their combined commands

numbered only about 3,000. Writing after the war, Duke said: "We
were shown into a room where we
found Mr. Davis and Generals
(John C.) Breckinridge and (Braxton) Bragg. No one else was present. I had never seen Mr. Davis
look better or show to better advantage. He seemed in excellent
spirits and humor . . .
"After some conversation of a
general nature, he said, 'It is time
that we adopt some definite plan
upon which the further prosecution
of our struggle shall be conducted.
I have summoned you for consultation. I feel that I ought to do
nothing now without the advice of
my military chiefs.'"
After the five officers had reported on the equipment and condition
of their respective commands,
Duke said, Davis astonished them
by saying that he thought the Confederate cause was not lost any
more than hope of American liberty was gone amid the most disheartening reverses of the Revolutionary struggle. He then asked
them to make suggestions about
the future conduct of the war.
"We told him frankly," Duke
wrote, "that the events of the last
few days had removed from our
minds all idea or hope that a prolongation of the contest was possible." The Confederate President
finally "rose and ejaculated bitterly that all was indeed lost." He
walked feebly out of the room, assited by Gen. Breckinridge.
UNSUNG CHORAL GROUP
LONDON — The first glee club
was organized here in 1781.
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Congressman Johnny Walker Of New
Mexico Is A Former Fulton Native

Did You Know

Slate Fair's
President Is
Active Farmer
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"From The FHS Kennel"
PROFESSION OF PROFIT
a year after a dozen or so years'
. . . that Rodney Foster is the
experience. He earns $19,000, on
only boy in high school whom
NEW YORK — The average
the average, if he works in New
neither Mr. Sensing, Mr. Snider,
business economist makes $18,165 York City.
nor Mrs. Marchman can keep
another tWo terms. He was the quiet.
The first act of Golladay Lafirst New Mexican ever awarded
... that Ronnie Honira and Tomthis trust by the voters of the my Lynn are trying to land jobs Motte, Hopkinsville, after his recent election as president of the
State.
advertising Buster Brown saddle
Kentucky
Other state offices in New Mex- oxfords for three to five year olds. appoint State Fair Board, was to
an executive committee.
ico held by the Congressman have
. . . that there is a race among He then asked
for a continued
been Commissioner of the Bureau the senior girls to see who
can study of the possibility of starting
of Revenue, and organizer and wind the most angora
around their future fairs earlier than at presfirst director of the Oil and Gas boyfriends' rings.
ent so as to obtain a better - stuAccounting Commission. He has
. . . that the reason the heaters dent attendance.
been a member of the Oil Conser- in Mrs.
Varden and Mrs. March- The dates
Any Mother would be glad to receive any
for this year's fair
vation Commission, the State Forman's rooms rattle when they at the Kentucky
one of the following gifts
State Fair and Exestry Commission, the Oil and Gas
come on is that they get stiff after position center in
Louisville are
Accounting Commission, and the
four or five hours of inactivity.
SLIP
September 10 tlunugh 18. The exState Investment Council.
GLOVES
. that Mr. Snider after several ecutive committee named by LaROBE
Walker set an enviable record as
BLOU
SE
Matte
years
consist
study
s of himself, Ben Cowand extensive anguish
State Land Commissioner, being
PAJAMAS
STRAW PURSES
able to increase the funds of the on his part produced and gave his gill of Lexington and Douglas
HOSE
LEATHER PURSES
department which are used exclu- chemistry class a fairly easy test. Blair. of Barbourville. State Fair
. . . that dark hair roots have dates for years have conflicted
JEWELRY
sively for a permanent fund for
DRESS
with school openings.
schools and other state institutions become a status symbol.
HAT
HAND
KERC
HIEF
LaMotte is a native of South
. .. that Mr. Sensing himself has
by over $200,000,000.
LINENS
Walker is married and has two trouble passing the tests he gives Carolina but came to Kentucky in
1914 at the age of seven and has
children, Janet and Stephen Mich- the Algebra II class.
Any gift Large or Small we will gift wrap.
lived here since. He is Kentucky
ael, who are both students at the
State
Farm
Bureau
represe
ntative
University of New Mexico. In addiPOWER ENDED IN 1870
on the fair board and replaces F.
tion to his public offices, Walker is
VATICAN CITY — The popes' W. Curran,
Louisvile, as president.
a leading businessman in the State temporal power
ended in 1870 LaMotte has served on the board
and has interests in several differ- when the Papal
States were dis- since 1960. He was reappointed
300 Main St.
for
ent enterprises.
Phone 265
solved.
two years last December.
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Congressman Johnny Walker
(Ed's Note: The following story
was sent to The News by Tennessee Congressman Robert A. (Fats)
Everett, with the comment that
"Congressman Stubblefield and I
are very happy to have him up
here because we think he will stay
with us on any legislation that
might affect the twin cities").

15 years old to accompany his
mother to Albuquerque, New Mexico. She had developed tuberculosis
and made the change to live in the
high dry climate of New Mexico.
The former Fulton resident's
brother, Raymond, died in Fulton
and was buried there. The ConE. S. Johnny Walker, who repre- gressman states that he intends to
sents the State of New Mexico as return someday to visit his birthone of its two Congressmen at place and visit with his relatives
and friends of long ago. He atLarge, is a native of Fulton, Ky.
tended school there many years
His father was J. K. Walker and
ago and still remembers as some
his mother was the former Miss
of his best friends Jim Shuck, who
Annie Stephens. She is now 84
was a high school athletic star;
years old and makes her home in
"Buck". Bushart, deceased, and
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
E. Myrick, a friend of the family.
Walker still has relatives living
The Congressman
graduated
in the Fulton area. One cousin, from the Albuquerque High School
Cornell Stephens, is a farmer and and attended the University of New
lives a few miles south of Fulton. Mexico and National University
Another cousin, William Stephens, Law School, Washington, D. C. He
a farmer, lives near Water Valley, is a veteran of World War H, havKy. A sister-in-law, Mrs. Oris Walk- ing served in the North African
er, lives in Fulton. An aunt, Mrs. and European Theatres of OperaLute Rye, lives near Water Val- tions.
ley.
He is a member of the Veterans
All of Walker's grandparents are of Foreign Wars, the American Leburied in cemeteries close to Ful- gion, and the Elks.
ton.
Walker moved to Silver City,
Walker's father was a farmer New Mexico, and was elected to
and small grocery store merchant the State House of Representatives
for many years. As a boy, Walker where he served four years. He
worked as a delivery boy for his was the majority whip as well as
father. He left Fulton when he was the chairman of the Ways and
Means Committee.
He set a new record for the State
CHURCH SCHOOLS BUSY
of New Mexico when he ran for
MADRID — Spain has 4,299 ed- Commissioner of the State Land
ucational institutions operated by Office. He was elected for two conthe Roman Catholic Church. To- secutive terms, the limit allowed
tal enrollment is about 900,000. Of under the New Mexico Constitution,
these schools, 925 are secondary in- and after serving in another castitutions, with 200,000 students.
pacity for four years, returned for
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in a houseful of groceries
...and the house!

MOTHER;
PAY
Jewelry
Underwear
Bags
Linens

Dresses
Sportswear
Hosiery
Robes

ENTER PEPSI-COLA BOTTLERS's2,000,000 SHOPPING
PRIZE
A $40,000 Johns-Manville House of Values
plus a half-hour free Shopping Spree for your
entire family! Win a whole new way of life!
Get a beautiful new home (7 rooms; 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, luxury kitchen with
built-in Westinghouse appliances) on the
lot of your choice! Total value of home and
lot—$40,000! Plus a free family Shopping
Spree-30 thrilling minutes for you and
your family to carry all the groceries you
can to the checkout counter—free!
1.5

10 SECOND PRIZES

Bobby James Monogrammed Blouses
(Exclusive With Us In Fulton!)
One Blouse $5.00
Two For $9.00
(Including Monograms)

10 1965 Oldsmobile Vista-Cruiser Station
Wagons Om a free year's supply of auto equipment and services! Sleek, powerful Oldsmobiles loaded with extras! Plus $500 worth
of service and auto supplies—more than an
average year's bills at the gas station!

10 THIRD PRIZES

10 quarter-hour free family Shopping Sprees!
All the groceries you and your whole family
can carry to the checkout counter in 15 minutes—yours free!
710 FOURTH PRIZES
710 Gift Certificates (5122,500 total). Redeemable in the store where you bought
your l'epsi-Cola products. 10 $1,000 Certificates. 50 $500 Certificates. 150 $250 Certificates. 500 $100 Certificates.
PLUS EXCITING LOCAL PRIZES

here are the additional prizes you can win:
(Local prizes listed here)

RULES)I. On thlsoMclal Entry Blank
of paper, print your name and address or,, plain piece
name and address of your fa voritr I, along with the
isi-Cola dealer.
Free additional Entry Blanks
available wherever
Pepsi-Cola products are sold.
2. Each entry must be accompanied
by six branded
corks pei shown on Entry Blank>,
calks of all Pepsl-Cola products, found under bottle
of 3" x 5" paper on which you or by six plain pieces
have handwritten the
words "Peps1-('ola Bottlers 196.5
Shopping Spree."
SEND CORKS ONLY. DO
NOT MAIL THE ENTIRE METAL ('Al'.
3. Mail your completed entry to the
address designated
on the Entry Blank.
4. Enter as often as you wish.
Each entry must be
submitted in a separate envelope.
Only one food-store
Shopping Spree per family.
S. Local Drawings, During the
alx-week period of
the Shopping Spree. local
drawings will he held each
week froni April 19 to May
29, 1965. Deadline hr
receipt of entries In weekly drawings
lx Saturday of
each week. Each drawing will be
hi id approximately
three days after the weekly
deadline. All entries received in local areas will participat
e in a drawing to
choose entries for inclusion in
the National Grand
Prize Drawing.
S. National Grand Prize
Droving: This drawing
writ be held by July 9. 1965, under
the supervision of

ENTRY BLANK

D. L. Dinh' Corporation. an
independent Judging
organization, whose deci,
liine are anal.
7. Prizes: Each Gift Certificate Is
redeemable only at
the outlet listed on Entry Blank.
Local Shopping
Spree prizes allow the Individual
winner to shop lit his
or her favorite food store (normally
aprelfled number of minutes. All foodstocked) for the
ners can carry by hand to the checkout items the wincounter (without carrying device, Of any kind) in
the specified time
are free. Winners may not use shopping
trays during the Sprees, and non-food carts, cases or
Berns, alcoholic
beverage,, or tobacco products
are not permitted as
prizes. The same conditions apply
to family Shopping
Sprees, except that all persons In the
winner's immediate family who have resided In the
winners Immediate
household for one year prior to
ing are permitted to shop free. the date of the drawIL This sweepstakes is open to
resident, of area,
where it is madt• available by
participating Bepel-Cola
Bottlers. Winners most reside in
served by the Pepsi-Cola Bottler the franchise area
prizes. It 1, 1(01 open to employee awarding the local
of Pepsi-Cola Company. Pepsis (1111,1 their
-Cola Bottlers. tl
O. I.. Blair ('orporation, or their
advertising ;teem,
9. Offer void where prohibited by law.
ti011,1 will be made for any priee offered. No !Milt.,
oil prizes will in the responsibility of Tax habil II
pH Ze
All entries becutne the property
(grew-cot&compon)

Enter often! New winners every week !

Fill in your name and address along
with the name and address of your
favorite Pepsi dealer. Then enclose 6
branded corks from under the bottle
caps of any Pepsi-Cola products (or acceptable substitutes- see Rule #2) and
mail to:Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company of

Name
Addrosa
City

State

Zip Code

Dealer's Name

ELIZABETH'S
Main Street

Dealer's

Address

City
State

Fulton

SPREE

lip Code_--

_J
BOTTLED BY PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF
FULTON UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM PEPSI
-COLA COMPANY, NEW YORK, N.
Y.

•
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tion of Mrs. Billy Johnson and Mrs.
Morgan Omar.
Again Explorer Post 43 had
charge of directing the traffic at
the big Burley Mart. For the past
several years the Fulton Post has
been highly commended on their
fine job of handling the traffic
situation. This year was no exA gigantic parade held in Pa- ce?tion.
ducah on May 1st marked the beAt the Scout-O-Rama the themes
largest youth ranged anywhere from "How to
ginning of the
gathering in West Kentucky, West Survive in the .Wilderness" to a
Tennessee and Southern Illinois, "Physical Fitness" booth by the
the Scout-O-Rama.
Explorettes.
Thousands of boys and girls
marched
groups
Several Fulton
all over the area were there
from
in the parade, headlining the bethis annual exposition of
see
to
festiviof
days
two
the
of
ginning
skills.
scouting
ng
outstandi
the
Among
ties.
groups in the parade were the
FORMER RESIDENT HURT
Explorers of Post 43, Fulton, and
the newly formed Explorettes
Ed Keiser, former Fulton resiFulton. The Explorettes
from
and a salesman for a St.
dent
they
as
show
the
stole
literally
wholesale house, was seriLouis
elad
street,
marched down the
injured in an automobile
ously
in their green skirts and blouses.
near Lebanon, Tenn.,
accident
was
group
marching
This crack
home is in Mt. VerHis
recently.
directhe
recently formed under
non, Ill.

Reporter Says
Explorettes
The Most

S. P. MOORE & CO.

MRS. WALKER INJURED

Dixie Walker, Fulton,
Mrs.
Route 1, suffered facial laceraA r . ,ong Inlaid Linoleum, tions last Thursday when the car
in which she was riding became
—Vinyl and Tile.
caught on the rail of a rough
:
Carpet':
—1)Joins
railroad crossing on the section
_urholstering, Modern &
line road east of Union City and
Antique
came to an abrupt stop, throwing
Walker into the windshield.
JAMES HAZELWOOD She was
brought to Fulton Hospi, tal for treatment.
Phone IS

Commercial

207

THE BEST BAR-B-Q IN TOWN

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP
Thick Shakes

Big Hamburgers
Fountain Drinks
Custom Bar-B-Q Take Out Orders

Fish Sand.

— SEE —

MINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOR YOUR

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
- FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 5

208 MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Space to Spare
For Summer Clothes Now

Senior Citizens
Club Collecting
Glasses for Needy

DEATHS
Levi Gray

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton Hospitals on Wednesday,
May 5:

Funeral services were held yesterday (Wednesday) in Hopkins
and Brown Funeral Home at Wingo
for Levi Gray, with Rev. H. M.
Suthard officiating. Burial was in
Little Obion Cemetery.
Mr. Gray, a retired Graves County stock dealer of Mayfield Route
4, died Monday in the Fullet-Gilliam Hospital.
Surviving are two daughters,
Miss Millie Gray of Fulton and
Mrs. Curlin Henderson of Route 1,
Wingo; two sons, Howard Gray of
Route 4, Mayfield, and Clay Gray,
Route 2, Mayfield, nine grandchildren and seven great grandchildren,

McClanahan, Mrs. Dora Kibbler,
South Fulton; Russell BOCkMall,
Elsie Guinn, Mrs. John Hancock,
Jr., Mrs. Eugene Bynum, Route 1,
Fulton; Ronnie Cruce, Route 2,
Fulton; Mrs. Josie Taylor, Mrs.
Luby Howell, Route 4, Fulton; Mrs.
Cliff Wade, Fulton Route; Sam
Bugg, Mrs. Lillie Malone, Clinton;
Mrs. Willie Jackson, Mrs. Jim
Kimbell, P. L. Curlin, Route 1,
Clinton; Mrs, Buford Walder,
Route 2, Clinton; Ernest Kelly,

The meeting of the Senior CitiJONES HOSPITAL
zens' Club was called to order by
Bard, Mrs. Gaylon
Warren
Mrs.
room
dining
the
in
Hart
W.
Mrs. E.
Brockwell, Mrs.
Raymond
Rushing,
on
Church
of the First Methodist
Fannie O'Nan, Joe Peeples, Mrs.
Thursday, April 22. Mrs. Hart reHarry Shupe, Mrs. Irene Boaz,
ported that she had written a
Mrs. Jackie Wade and baby, Mrs.
"thank you" note to the Woman's
Stallings, Fulton; Grover
Veloria
building
their
of
offer
the
for
Club
3, Fulton; Mrs. Dean
Route
for
Dallas,
which,
as a meeting place,
Terrell, Route 5, Fulton; Mrs. J. C.
several reasons, could not be acBowlin, Route 3, Martin; Mrs. M.
cepted. She also metnioned the
E. Chambers, Mrs. Zou Webb, Mrs.
drive for glasses for "New Eyes
Grace Armstrong, Dukedom.
For The Needy." Approximately
12.5 pairs have been mailed to this
organization. If anyone failed to
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
bring glasses to the meeting, they
Emma Butts, Mrs. James
Mrs.
be
will
more
may still do so, as
Haygood, Mrs. Vernon Robey,_Ersent.
vine Schaffer, Keithly Cruce, Mrs.
Mrs. Earl Boone played the piano
French, Paulette Minley,
Dennis
Robert
for the hymn-sing and
Carmen Osby, Milton
Fulton;
Mrs. Adella Browder, 84, of ClinLamb gave the devotional. He askOverby, Mrs. Floyd
James
Counce,
an
Clinton-Hickm
dollar
the
one
a
in
died
ton,
ed everyone to inspect
Chandler, Mrs.
Willis
Dedmon,
folbill as he commented on the sig- County Hospital last Saturday,
Larry Wooten, Mrs. Ernest Hill,
conillness.
long
it
a
lowing
symbols
the
of
nificance
South FulFuneral services were held Mon- Miss Mary Kate Pewitt,
tains. He used Proverbs 22:6 for
Hickman;
O'Rear,
Hubert
ton;
the scripture and closed with pray- day at Hopkins and Brown FunBaker, Mrs. James Choate,
Thomas
Tommy
Rev.
with
Home,
eral
er.
Union City: little Timothy Allen,
Dudley Moris, speaker of the Grubbs officiating. Burial was in
Water Valley; Mrs. Walter Barnes,
afternoon, gave a very interesting Harmony Cemetery.
4, Fulton.
Route
Johnny
son,
a
are
Russia,
to
Surviving
account of a recent visit
Cashon of Clinton, and a sister,
Sweden and Finland.
Mrs. Nelson Tripp presented Miss Geneva Scott, of Route 1,
FULTON HOSPITAL
"The Kiddie Katz", Bonita Burrow, Wingo.
Mrs. Jack Bay, Mrs. J. J. House,
Marilyn McKendree and Carmen
Fulton; Aletha Tegethoff, Cleo
Gardner, who won honors at the
Tennessee Music Festival, and
Brenda Barker in a solo, which reFuneral services for Ernest Lee
ceived superior rating at the Music
Festival at Murray. Randa Nabors Plant weer held Tuesday afternoon
Miss Pearl Victoria (Pearlie)
sang a folk song, accompanying in Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel, Majors died in the Mayfield HosWright
Raymond
Paul
with Rev.
herself on the auto harp.
pital April 29 following a long illG. G. Bond, whose birthday was of Hickman officiating. Interment ness.
April 24, was recognized with the was in Rock Springs Cemetery.
Miss Pearlie, who was 83, was a
Mr. Plant, 78, a retired Fulton resident of Wingo, formerly of
"Happy Birthday" song.
Cocoanut cake and ice cream County farmer, died in the Old Pilot Oak. She was born in Graves
were served at the close of the Masons' Home at Shelbyville, Ky., County, Kentucky.
meeting by Mrs. Carl Puckett, last Sunday, following a long illFuneral services were held in
chairman of Circle 2, assisted by ness. He was a member of Har- the Mt. Pleasant Church of Christ
of
and
Church
Mrs. J. R. Bailey, Mrs. M. B. mony Methodist
on April_30 with Bro. Jack London
Stovall, Mrs. Roy D. Taylor and Roberts Lodge 172 F&AM.
officiating. Burial, in charge of
Surviving %are two sons, J. G.
Mrs. Arthur Matheny.
Jackson Funeral Home, was in the
Plant and Paul Plant of Crutchcemetery.
church
field; two daughters, Mrs. Seldon
Surviving are six nieces and six
Geneva
Mrs.
and
of
Fulton
Peeples
nephews: Miss Ruth Majors of
Hill of Virginia Beach, Va., four
g, Mrs. One Chrum of
Pryorsbur
sisters and seven grandchildren.
News From Our
Mrs. Aubrey Willingham
,
Lynnville
His wife preceded him in death 25
Miss Mary 0. Stark of 410,,,
of
Wingo,
Boys In The
years ago.
Water Valley, Miss Susie Crass of
Detroit, Mrs. Foy Casto of MedOhio, Boone Majors of Wingo,
ina,
S'
ROLE
SMALL
MACHINE
NEW YORK — More than -40 per Herschel and Fayne Crass of Wa- el
Valley, Wayne Crass of Detroit,
FORT RUCKER, ALA.— P v t. cent of the power on the world's ter
Burton Blackburn of Akron and
is
by
still
being
generated
farms
Mrs.
of
son
Ronald E. Bowers,
Frank Yates of Bath, N. Y.
human beings and animals.
Willie E. Bowers, Route 1, Hickman, Ky., completed a multiengine medium transport airplane
maintenance course at the Army
Aviation School, Fort Rucker, Ala.,
April 30.
During the five-week course
Bowers received instruction in the
maintenance of Army multi-engine
fixed-wing aircraft.
LAKE STREET
The 22-year-old soldier entered
the Army in November 1964 and
completed basic combat training
the Army in November 194 and
at Fort Gordon, Ga.
He is a 1960 graduate of Fulton
County High School.
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Mens-Womens-Childrens
Thong Sandals 25c
Reg. 29c and 39c. Foam
cushioned soles.
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CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE STYLES OF SUMMER
FOOTWEAR AT OUR LOW, LOW PRICES!
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CANVAS CASUALS

;

Summer fun for women and misses

I A DAZZLING
MUSICAL BONANZA!,

'Inberley
COLOR
An tmbn,y P,cI ,ts Rev./.

I

STARTS SUNDAY

The
I unconventional
love affair
that
began
at a
convention
in New York

All THIS Mit

ONLY $3.95
plots usual clitaning coos
STORE NOW.. PAY NEXT FALL
co// for service today.

Box Storage
Gives You
$250 Insurance
Protection

Us

Good quality duck uppers with rubber soles.

Fur

4-Eyelet oxfords. . .gored loafers . . . 3-eyelet bal oxfords . . take your choice at one
low_ price Washable duck uppers; moulded
soles.

Now Thru Saturday

OK-PARISIAN

Infants blue or red
Plaid Oxfords
$1.99

$ 1.99 Pair

P
- HONE 12 — OPEN 6:45

Never before such an amazing
convenience at such a low, low
price! Pack all the garments you
can into a big roomy box which
we supply. We store everything
in insured safety until you call
for them again. Then back they
come,every garment thoroughly
Dry Cleaned, perfectly
pressed and on its own hanger.

Ken
in M.
Ms

TV Trade
prices
Phone

Be sure to get absentee ballot

All our winter
things are safely
stored with

co,
a oli

See They At

Miss Pearl Majors

SERVICE

Pa:

Li
man
Qll •

I to's your true love?'
.4
•
•
•
•
rimmoommomm.
•Piumensmaffor"

Mrs. Adella Browder

Ernest Plant

Oakton; Mrs Roy Latta, Water
Valley; Gerald Barnes, Mrs. Guy
Yates, Route 2, Water Valley; Robert Nanney, Route 1, Dresden; Mrs.
T. J. Kramer, Fairfield, Ill.; J. E.
Byrn, Lisha Adams, Wingo; Howard Jackson, Route 1, Wingo;
Linda Moran, Hickman; Mrs. Elmer Hopper, Mrs. Velva Hawks,
Route 1, Dukedom; John McClanahan, Mrs. Ruth Coltham, Crutchfield; Fred Stollfuss, Montella,
Wisconsin.

Mens, Boys White
$2.99
Sport Oxfords
Heavy white duck: cushion insoles 4-eyelet tie
and loafer styles.

Sandals And Casuals
$2.99 and $3.99
Popular new styles with flat and
wedge heels. Soft leather uppers,
long wearing soles. Black, white,tan,
bone.

WE

Special! Children's $1.99

Mens-Boys-Black
Tennis Shoes $1.99
Heavy duck uppers;
cushion insoles.
Compare at $3!

H.
B.
V
Fl
W
Phone

DE'
All

SAVE

Lace-To-Toe Oxfords

Black or white duck uppers; tough rubber soles.

Fulton,

Children's Reg. 59c
SNEAKERS

GLENN I RD
and
crERALDINE PAGE

— Penideeta
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS, INC.
218 East State Line, Fulton, Ky.
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I
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wee HENRI MANCINI ordworlrIAD MOSEL
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Mens and boys crepe sole

Casnall,xfords $2.99'
4-Eyelet styles in black
or blue.
Sizes 8 1-2 to 3 _ _ _ $1.99

Special! Mens Penny

2 Pairs for $1.00

Mens-Boys-Youths
Loafers ___ $6.00 4-Eyelet Bileck & White BASKETBALL SHOES
Girls Be-Bops $3.99
2:99
Reg. $7.95! Smooth leathReg. $5 value! Genuine Lace-to-the-toe low and
er in black or cordovan. leather uppers black
high cut styles With
cushion soles.
Genuine leather soles.
mounded soles.
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180 GRADUATE AT UK
Commencement exercises for
approximately 1,800 University of
Kentucky students are scheduled
in Memorial Coliseum at 10 a. m.
Monday, May 10. Baccalaureate-vesper services will be held in
the Coliseum at 4:30 p. m. Sunday, May 9.

"Service" To Be
Stressed Ai Dam
Meet Of Oilmen

Some 300 oilmen and wives are
expected to attend the annual
meeting of the Kenlake District of
the Kentucky Petroleum Council at
Kentucky Dam Village, Friday,
May 7.
Principal speaker at the meeting
will be Governor Edward T.
Breathitt. The group will also hear
Public Information Commissioner
THE LOOT MAY RETURN
Cattie Lou Miller.
ROCKFORD, fll. — Someone
District Chairman F. C. Heerde
robbed Joseph Monaco's homing
said the evening program — "a
pigeon loft of 75 birds.
kickoff for the tourist-season" —
"If they get loose, they'll find
will get underway at 7:00 p. m.
their way back home," he said.
with a buffet dinner,
"In view of the fact this is Homecoming year," Heerde said, "our
organization is interested in strongly re-emphasizing service to tourists."
Heerde went on to say that everyTV ANTENNAS: We install — one in the oil business will
want to
Trade-repair and move. Get our attend the meeting. He said
the
prices. We service all makes TV. meeting is for service station
operPhone 307, Roper Television.
ators and their employees, dealers,
salesmen, jobbers, agents, bulk
FOR RENT: Floor sanding maplant personnel and office employchine and electric floor polisher
ees in the 15-county association of
and electric vacuum cleaner. Exwestern Kentucky oilmen.
change Furniture Co.
Counties in the district are Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle,
NOTICE
I will no longer be responsible Christian, Crittenden, Fulto n,
for any debts made by my hus- Graves, Hickman, Hopkins, Marshall,
McCracken,
band, Woodrow Merrell.
Livingston,
Lyon, and Trigg.
Mrs. Delma Merrell
TENNESSEE VALLEY
QUEEN
Linda Sue Neese, 19-year freshman at UTMB, was crowned 1965
Queen of the Tennessee Valley last
Saturday at Paris, during "fish
fry" activities attended by over
25,000.

CLASSIFIED US

SUMMER SCHOOL — Be Ready
For a Job in September! Enroll
now for SPEEDWRITING Shorthand-Typing Course which includes
additional subjects—filing, English,
spelling, personality development,
It will be raining golf balls at
and office machines. To get ahead Bardst
own, May 7-8-9, when 400
faster, spend the summer at Bruce entrant
s tee-off in the 20th Annual
Business Institute preparing for a Bourbo
n Open at the Old Kentucky
position paying from $50 to $75 a Home
Golf Course.
week by September. B. B. I. graduTop flight pros, from Kentucky
ates secure top positions and salar- and
other states, will match irons
ies. Students registering before with
talented amateurs and enJune 1 will get the benefit of the thusias
tic beginners as Kentucky's
old rates in both tuition and books. most
famous golf tournament gets
Day school 8:15 to 2:15. Two underw
ay for a weekend of sport
weeks' vacation beginning August and
fun.
1. Save money by commuting! Individual instruction by specialized
"ROTARY PARK" AT MARTIN
teachers! Free placement service! A
new recreation and park area
Air Conditioned Building! Inquire for Martin,
costing upwards of
about longer courses, BRUCE $15,000,
will be begun this spring
BUSINESS INSTITUTE, 308 Pop- by the Martin
Rotary Club.
lar, Martin, Tennessee, Phone587-7415.
MARTIN INSTALLS RADAR
Speeders and "drag racers"
around the city have led to the
purchase #nd installation of radar
in the Martin Police department,
Chief Levister announced this
For The
week.

Golfers Flock
To Bardstown

iss

•
plre
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'oam
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Political
Announcements

CLEANEST

The News is authorrze0 to announce the following candidates
subject to the Democratic Primary
May 25, 1965:

USED FURNITURE

FOR MAGISTRATE

..99

uples.

buy it at

(District One)
Nelson D. "Corky" Hill
Roy Nethery

EXCHANGE

(District Two)
A. L. Cox
Ray Moss

Furniture Company

WE RENT - - 2.99

ushtie

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

WADE FUFtN. CO.
Phone 103

.99
ers:

FOR COUNTY JUDGE
John E. Cruce
John C. Bondurant

FOR COUNTY COURT CLERK
Dee Langford
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Ralph Graves
Henry Maddox
Mrs. Jo Westpheling
FOR JAILER
Baker Minton

Fulton, Ky.

DEWEY JOHNSON
All typos of Insurance

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering

FOR SHERIFF
James C. "Buck" Menses
Joe T. Johnson
Fred Edgin
M. E. "Red" Garrison

Everything"

NEW DUrONT
.

Lucite
ou pow.
aLa

422 Lake St.
Fulton, Ky.
-

Phone 408

and
Housepaint

1 0,1 0
,

SIMONS PAINT STORE
107 E. State Line

IIO•Likr
COLN" 100
otiqica rtgorlEassEE
BREAD 21:36A;m29c Beef Roast 39c

)ES

Card Punched!

Money Must Be Claimed By
8: a. m. Monday Morning.

UNNY

nd

Falk.
Can 114

NAUTICAL PINK
SALMON
2- Lb. Cans . . . 89c
STARKIST FANCY
TUNA FISH
3"7oz. Cans
89c
MAINE IN OIL
SARDINES
3-Flat Cans . . 35c
TREASURE BAY
OYSTERS
3- 8 oz. Cans . . $1.00
GODCH A UX
Lb.Bag

5h
SUGAR*fa

Greenfield.'non.

29

UM
Poirot hese *schooling
MOM Tobacco and
los Croon

HUNT'S SLICED

PEACHES
RED SOUR PITTED 4 - 29 oz. Cans . . $1.00
CHERRIES
6-16oz. Cans
$1.00
SWIFT'S CHOPPED
HAM
2- 12oz. Cans . . . . .89c
JEWELL SHORTENING 31..b.can 69c
SWIFT'S

CHOICE CHUCK

BONELESS BOSTON BUTT
_PORK ROAST . . . .Lb. 49c
PIGGLY WIGGLY PURE PORK
SAUSAGE . . . 3 Lb. Pkg. $1.00
FINE TO GRILL
PORK STEAK
Lean
Lb. 49c
SKINELESS
BEEFLIVERS Sliced . . Lb. 49c

BA

Armours
Closabia
Sliced
La

SMALL MEATY
PORK RIBS . . • • . .Lb.
FRESH SLICED
SIDE PORK . . • • . Lb.
PORK CUTLETS . . . Lb.
FRESH SLICED
PIG LIVER . . . • . .Lb.

49c
49c
69c
29c

U.& CHOICE SHOULDER or ENGLISH

PLYMOUTH
ICE CREAM

HICKORY SMOKED
1-2 Gallon . . . 59c SLICED JOWL
3Lb.Pkg. $1.00
JUMBO CHOCOLATE
PIES
12 Per Pkg. . . • . . 39c CUBE BEEF STEAKS
Lb. 79c.
BRIGHT STAR
ELM HILL TENDER SMOKED
FLOUR
25 Lb. Bag . . . $1.69 H
A MS Shank Portion . . Lb. 39c
SWIFT'S ALLSWEET
OLEO
4-Lb. Crts. . . . . $1.00 NECK BONE --PIG FEET Lb. 19c
Bunny
FRESH DEMO= HOT BIM=
Angel
Food
Pork - Beef - Chicken - Bibs
SWISS MISS
PIE FRUIT
3-20oz. Pies
Old Fashion Lb. 29c
$1.00 BOLOGNA
FROSTY ACRES
SUAVE
FISHSTICKS
3-10 oz. Pkgs. $1.00 H AIR SPRAY reg. price $1.00 89c
MISS LIBERTY
COLGATE GIANTSIZE'4‘rum
ROLLS
Brown and Serve Doz. 25c TOOTH PASTE . . Reg.53c 39c
Sunkist Lemons
Radishes 10
Flor
'Cali
ida
fornia JumboIn
Ora
nge
s
AND EA.
DOZ. 29c
Cr. Onions
Cantaloupesv
5 Lb.
Bag 39c
-1 y C

9,

CAKES

CHARLESTON GREY

25 11L AVERAGE 1

Watermelon
CP°M E "8,t9f/
•

Greenfield
AD 5-111113

MRS. RUBY PHILLIPS
Fulton Route 3

ICE MILK 3GALIoNS1 Beef Roast u3 49C

Yearn

J. B. MANESS & SONS

U

Phone 67

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
* Open Sunday Afternoons •

$350.00

Be Sure To Get Your

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation

LAST WEEK WINNER

THIS WEEK'S
CASH JACKPOT

c, BANANAS (:.-Etiy 10c

V&eZ ati"AT YOUR

IGGLY'•

Acres of F-R-E-E
Parking

GOLDEN RIPE AND DELICIOUS

Price

s In This Ad
Good thru
Sat. May 8

We

MEN DLY

Reserve The Right Store Hours 8 till 9: p. m.
To Limit
6 days 9-7 pm.Sundays
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DUKEDOM NEWS

• CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mrs. Barre, Vaughn

By Mrs. Malan Westbrook

This is Your

SOCIAL SECURITY
Department of Information
Prompt and accurate reporting
of net earnings was described today as "the only way to assure social security protection in future
years for self-employed people."
In a joint notice to self-employed
people, Charles Whitaker, social
security district manager, and R.
L Higgins, Senior Agent of Internal Revenue, advised that the 1964
Federal income tax returns (Form
1040) must be filed on or before
April 15, 1965.
Higgins stated that a self-employed person must file a tax return
and pay the self-employment tax if
net earnings for the year were at
least $400 ,even if no income tax is
payable.
Whitaker reminded self-employed persons that any old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
'ienefits payable to them and their
families will be based on reported
2arnings.
If earnings are not reported or if
hey are incorrectly reported, benefit amounts may be reduced—in
some cases lost entirely—when the
worker retires, becomes disabled,
1r dies.
Tax return forms and informaion about filing may be secured

Parts For All Electric
Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

SUNSET DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
Between Martin & Union City
Thursday - Friday, May 6-7
Double Feature Program
Starts at 7:30
Marlon Brand° -- Shirley Jones
BED TIME STORY
Starts 10:09
Connie Francis -- Jim Hutton
LOOKING FOR LOVE
Saturday Only, May 8
Three Feature
Jack Mahoney
TARZAN - GO TO INDIA
Starts 7:30
CHILDREN OF THE DAMNED
Starts 9:02
Randolph Scott
RIDE THE HIGH COUNTY
Starts 10:37
Sunday - Monday May 9-10
Rock Hudson - Doris Day.
SEND ME NO FLOWERS
Starts 7:30
Sandra Dee - Robert Goulet
I'D RATHER BE RICH •
Starts 9:17
CLOSED TUES - WED.
sm•MEM....

from the Internal Revenue Office,
Post Office Building, Paducah.
Old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance benefit information is
available at the Social Security
District Office, 112 S. 10th Street,
Paducah, Kentucky.
Charles M. Whitaker, Paducah,
Kentucky social security district
manager, today urged self-employed people to get their 1964 self-employed tax returns prepared accurately and on time.
The deadline for reporting selfemployment income and paying the
social security tax to the District
Director of Internal Revenue is
April 15, 1965.
Whitaker said it is especially important for self-employed persons
to complete the Schedule SE at the
bottom of page 1 of their Schedule
C-3 (or Schedule F-1 if farming is
involved). It is from the Schedule
SE, he added, that the permanent
social security record of self-employment earnings is made.

For twenty consecutive years
Good Springs has had Homecoming Day on the fourth Sunday in
May. Plans are being made for
this year and everyone is invited to
share in as much of the day as
possible. Sunday School will be the
first service of the day at 10 a. m.
followed by church, with the pastor, Rev. Dale Shelton, in charge
of the worship. Lunch will be
spread at the noon hour and the
afternoon will be devoted to singing. The choir from the South Fulton Baptist Church, under the direction of Bobby Winston, will be
the featured singers. Class singing from the church hymnal and
other specials will be included.
Make plans now to come.

Congratulations to Jimmie Williams, of the Chestnut Glade Community, for the scholastic record
that he, with fifty-two other students of the Martin High School
were honored for by the Martin Retail Merchants Association. These
students had made grades of ninety or above for this school year.
They enjoyed a banquet and received an award from the Merchants and the Jaycees.

The American Angus Auxiliary is
again awarding a $500.00 scholarship to a qualified 4-H club girl.
The Kentucky Angus Auxiliary is
now looking for qualified applicants. The winner of Kentucky Angus Auxiliary Scholarship contest
will receive an award of $25.00 and
will then be eligible to enter the
competition for the $500.00 scholarThe judges Will consider such
ship offered by The American Any.
t's work with Angus steers
Auxiliar
gus
applican
search
the
'Phis Monday morning
Entries for the Kentucky Angus and heifers, her 4-H club record,
continues for Thurman Neely, an
must be school grades and extra curricular
aged and feeble man of this com- Auxiliary Scholarship
munity, who has been missing
from his home since last Friday
morning. No trace had been found
by the hundreds of persons who
had joined the search until Sunday
afternoon, when his cap was found
in the river bottom, where he had
apparently wandered. He had been
declining physically and mentally
for the past several year and it
was most surprising that he was
able to walk to the place where his
cap was found. He has been very
deaf most of his life.

Mr. and Mrs. Duren McCall were
in St. Louis last Monday, visiting
with their daughter, Joyce. Later
in the week they received news
that she had fallen and sprained
her hand and broken one thumb.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Harrison have
moved to the place now owned by
Loyd Watkins, formerly the George
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Ross are welNelson place. Mr. Harrison is makvisitors to see their beauticoming
after
y,
recover
ing satisfactory
garden, where they have
iris
ful
having surgery recently.
seven hundred named varieabout
Mrs. Loyd Mansfield is in Hill- ties of iris in bloom. The beauty of
view Hospital, recovering from this garden is indeed worth anyRecent social security legislation surgery.
one's time to visit. They have
Meade Rushing is in Veterans many, many different colors and
now offers clergymen another opportunity to elect coverage under Hospital in Memphis for further sizes, from the very expensive to
the Social Security System, accord- treatment.
the more unexpensive varieties.
Mrs. Carrie Marr is home, after
ing to Charles_ M. Whitaker, manMrs. Dean Terrell has been
ager of the Social Security District being in Fulton Hospital several
transferred from the hospital in
days last week.
Office in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Watkins are Paducah, where she had surgery
Earnings from the ministry are
exempt from social security taxes now moved into their newly pur- for a broken hip, to the Jones Hosunless the clergymen choose to chased home, the former Alderdice pital. She is improving satisfactorily.
waive this exemption on an indi- place.
Mrs. A. C. Bell is impro‘ving at
vidual basis. A previous time limit
Mrs. Mattie Atkinson, who spent
for electing coverage expired be- her home, but will return to Mem- several days at the Volunteer Hosfore many ministers were aware phis Tuesday for a checkup. She pital recently and was dismissed,
of their obligations under the law. will be able to make the trip by had to be returned to the hospital
Shortly before Congress adjourn- automobile.
by ambulance Wednesday night.
Mrs. Opal Outland returned to
ed in the fall, the deadline permitDarrell Wright was dismissed
ting election of coverage was ex- her home in Chicago, after spend- from Jackson-Madison County Gentended to April 15. 1965. This will ing two weeks with the family , eral Hospital Monday, after being
give clergymen another opportuni- here.
a patient there for the past week.
Linda Bailey and two friends
ty to elect to report their ministerial earnings for social security were weekend visitors and attended AmmumfimmumwmpiiiumaillIMI11101111111111k4
services at Good Springs, return- b.
purposes.
The church is not involved in any ing to Memphis Sunday afternoon.
DUCK'S 24 HOUR
Mr. and Mrs Jim Brown attendway. Each minister makes his own
=
of
as
s
home
ed a family dinner at the
choice and reports his earning
WRECKER SERVICE
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Goodin in I
self-employment income.
Whitaker advises all those that Martin on Sunday.
Phone 126 or 1678
may be interested to contact their
local Internal Revenue Office or
Social Security Office as early as
36.6 MILLION BUY GAS
possible.
ST LOUIS — The average num106 W. State Line
ber or U. S. gas customers last
Phone 126
year increased 2.8 per cent to 36.6
ot
d
million. The figure is expecte
-4111111111111010111441111211IIIIIIII
approach 37.5 million this year.

$5.50 4/5 Quart
86 Proof
$3.45 Pint
86 Proof
$1.75 1/2 Pint
86 Proof

DUCK'S DX

McAlisters Plan
Open House On
50th Anniversary

On Sunday, May 9, Mr. and Mrs.
V. E. McAlister will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary with
open house. No invitations are being sent, but all frtain'tand relatives are invited to call at their
home at 110 Valley Street in Fulton.
Mr. McAlister married the former Hazel Papineau on May 6,
1915. He farmed for a few years,
later working for Swift & Company.
They have two children, Derrill
McAlister of Fulton and Glenn McAlister of Satellite Beach, Florida;
three grandchildren, Bob McAlis-ter of Detroit, Derrill Lee McAlister of California and Dane McAlister of Satellite Beach, and three
great grandchildren.

50 Extra Valu-Plus Stamps
with this coupon and $5 purchase excluding tobacco. You may receive 150
Valu-Plus stamps with both No. 1 and
No. 2 coupons at Big Valu Food Store
in Fulton.
Coupon expires May 8th

"PRODUCTION CREDIT
Helps Me Make
more PROFIT"
•
You Can't Beat PCA
for Short Term Loans...
and Low, Low Interest Cost.

Leader Sporting Goods
PHONE 206

414 LAKE ST.

8 year old
Kentucky Tavern
is an old smoothie.

I

86 proof
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey,
Glenmore Distilleries Co.,
Louisville-Owensboro, Ky.01965

The rule is
that straight bourbon
must be aged 2 years.
Many bourbon makers
settle on 4.
Kentucky Tavern says 8.
Eight years
is when our bourbon flavor
is at its peak.
When it's as smooth
as a bourbon ever gets.
Like we said
in the first place,
Kentucky Tavern
is an old smoothie.

Swift Proten

SIRLOIN STEAK
akiiiidBACON

Lb. 89c
Lb. 49c

Swift Tender

•*

* 41

:„

•

BEEF LIVER . . Lb. 35c

100 Extra Valu-Plus Stamps

Lean Boneless

with this coupon and $10 or more purchase excluding tobacco. You may receive 150 Valu-Plus stamps with both
No. 1 and No. 2 coupons at Big Valu

PORK CUTLETS

Food Store in Fulton.
Coupon expires May 8th

50 Extra Valu-Plus Stamps

prem

*

***

iJ

FOOD STORES

Lb. 59c

Swift

FRANKS

*

12oz. 39c

Swift Proten

RUMP ROAST bone in lb. 59c

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM. WE RESERVE
RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTLTItS

with this coupon and purchase of
89c Size
JOHNSON GLO-COAT

Swift
Proten

ROUND STEAK
SMOKED PICNIC
BANANAS
69c
IDE
LB.

Coupon expires May 8th

100 Extra Valu-Plus Stamps
with this coupon and purchase of
60c size

Buying machinery and equipment necessary to increase your operating efficiency could mean greater
profit to you If you ned credit for o Truck, Tractor,
Farm Machinery, Milk Cooler, Milking Parlor, Grain
Drier, Breeding Stock, Feeder Cattle, Hogs or lambs,
Dairy Herds, Home Appliances, or any other •form
production purpose go to your local PCA office
on
PCA is LOW Cost Credit that Saves You Money. Interest stops,
daily
your
on
figured
Interest,
Simple
repaid
is
it
day
th•
earh dollar
to pay
outs'anding balance, cuts your cost to foe bone Up to 7 years

HALO SHAMPOO
Coupon expires May lith

100 Extra Valu-Plus Stamps
with this coupon and purchase of
2- 7 oz. CANS
JOHNSON'S PLEDGE

on certain type loans.

Coupon expires May 8th
"You'll Do Better with PCA—See Your Local PCA First"

JACKSON PURCHASE
, Production Credit Assn.
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 21011
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off. Mgr.

$500 Scholarship For
4-H Girl Announced

s. The scholarshipIa not
mailed by May 14 to Mrs. Charles activitie
any course of higher adto
limited
M. Moon, Route 3, Fulton, Ky.
ukation.
The qualifications tor use entrant
are as follows:
1. Each applicant shall manifest
an interest in Angus cattle pro- WE BUY.
jects.
SELL and TRADE
2. She shall be a graduating senior from high school who needs
financial help to further her education.
3. She must be recommended by
either her county agent or 4-H club New and Used Shotguns,
adviser and either her high school
Pistols, Rifles
principal or superintendant.

WARREN BARD
Field Off. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone OL-3-5161

axwell House Instant 14 oz. Jar

OFFEE . . $1.69
ALPINE

P1.

Reelfoot
Sugar
Cured
LB.

Golden
Ripe

LB.

Giant
Washing
Powder
49 1-4 oz. Box

or S. R.

FLOUR ... 5 Lb. Bag 39c I

JUICE

5 Cans $1.06ii
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Engagement Of Miss Susan Ann Hogg
And Mr. Gerald McCallon Announced

it becomes a rarely heard thing.

Jolley of Fulton and is a Fulton solute honesty and integri
ty of the
High School graduate.
wonderful young women who make
Two former Fulton High stuup the Junior Woman's Club, one
dents, Barry Roper and Philip PutSouth Fulton PTA's Womanless could suspect collusion in the drawnam, have been elected officers in
Wedding and Style Show, was a ing and-or distribution of prizes at
Alpha Phi Omega, national service
whopping success. "There is noth- the Junior Woman's Club Benefit
About People and Things
fraternity at Murray State College.
ing
like a dame", especially if Bridge. Seems all the winners were
Roper, a sophomore pre-med ma"she" stands anywhere from five from one neighborhood. High prize
You can't beat DERBY TIME in Kentucky for put- jor, was elected treasurer and Put- feet eight inches to six feet three went to Mrs. Jimmy Weaks; Mrs.
a freshman business major,
inches, complete with muscles. It Dick Meacham was second high
ting folks in a happy and entertaining mood. Fultonians, nam,
was elected alumni secretary.
was one of those wonderful, mem- and Paul Kasnow won men's high.
Like the rest of the nation, take time off to make this
orably, funny evenings when one Mrs. Thomas Mahan was the winMiss Susan Stokes of Fulton, senbluegrass state the gayest place in all the world. .
could scarcely tell who was enjoy- ner of the door prize. Fortunately,
. ior music major at Florid
a South- ing the show the most .
when the beautiful women and the fast horses, for which ern College, Lakela
. . the cast the beautiful silver -service was
nd, was one of or the audience.
won by Miss Susan Hogg, or there
Congra
tulati
ons to
Kentucky is famous, go all out for "living it up."
six students 'from the entire stuthe South Fulton PTA for again might have been some explaining
med to the Greek Hall sponsoring
This year Fulton County had a special interest in dent
this funny, funny eve- to do.
Fame for an outstanding four
the Derby since the Derby queen was none other than of
ning. Special kudos to Mrs. Elson
year record. An Alumni banquet
Speaking of luck, ask Dolly MorMcGuire and Mrs. Nelson Tripp for
our own Jennifer Burcham. Queen Jennifer seemed to Saturday honored Susan
as the out- the between-act entert
gan where you can get the kind
ainmen
t
and
be everywhere that was important for Derby visitors standing senior for 1964-65. The to Lamon Kilzer and M. J. Sisk
of pennies she has. Seems she can
for
chapter presented her with an orand merrymakers, and what's more the television cam- chid,
the music. Mrs. Mansfield Martin put one in the parking meter and
an engraved charm and her' did
a wonderful straight-faced nar- got two hours parking time. Woneras were everywhere Jennifer was. We had a ring-side name was engrav
ed on a placque ration of the
"fashion show". This der how they would work in a teleseat to her activities this past week-end, for while we which will hang permanently in the was truly an evenin
g of community phone booth?
Hellenic Building on the campcouldn't be everywhere Queen Jennifer was, we surely Pan
fun.
•
us of Florida Southern. Susan is
were with her via the television screen. And that gal the daught
Be sure to get absentee ballot
er of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
If one did not know of the abBe sure to get absentee ballot
really captured the hearts of the thousands of people

The News Reports...

SCATTERED PATTER

who attended, what was termed, the largest and most
successful Kentucky Derby ever held. Sometimes we
caught a glimpse of her proud parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Burcham, glowing in the reflected glory of Queen
Jennifer ... and we might say it couldn't happen to
nicer people. •
Among those we know who
"took in" the Derby's festivities
were the John Simrells, the Charles
Fields and the Foad Homras, who
made up a congenial group leaving here last Thursday for the gay
week-end. The Gene Hoodenpyles
made a family affair of it, taking
Judy and Joe with them to see
"live" what the young people have
seen on camera for many years.

spine-tingling, nerve-josting, thriller. Plan to go next year. You may
see the same sights you would see
driving around in your car, but
you'll have to take the bus, with
Dan Taylor driving, to make it one
of the most exciting inspection
tours anywhere.

Nature provides wonders, beauties big and little, and bits of humor that man could never devise.
MISS SUSAN ANN HOGG
Where,. except in nature, could you
hear
a canary sing its little heart
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hogg, 914 daughter, Miss Susan
Ann Hogg to
out and be imitated note by note,
Arch Street, Fulton, Kentucky, are
William Gerald McCallon, son of
trill by trill, by that top imitator
announcing the engagement of their
of imitators, the mocking bird?
Mr. and Mrs. Hays McCallon of
The canary having finished his song
Mayfield, Route 2.
CLINIC WILL BE
stopped, but not so the mocking
Miss Hogg is a 1964 graduate of
TUESDAY, MAY 11
bird who went on and on and on
South Fulton High School, attended
and on from the roof tops, treetops,
The semi-annual Crippled Chil- Romy's Beauty School in Union
bushes. The canary, thinking perdren's Clinic will be held Tuesday City, Tenn., and is emplo
yed at
haps this was one of his own, start(May 11) at 8 a. m. DST at Broad- Louise's Beauty Shop
of South Fuled again and the two sang an alway Methodist Church in Paducah. ton, Tenn.
most unbelievable duet, each trying
Children from Fulton County are
to outdo the other. Had it ended
Mr.
McCall
on is a 1961 graduate
among those served by the clinics,
there, it would have been one of
sponsored by the Kentucky Com- of Lowes High School, and is emthe minor wonders of nature. But
ployed
by
Ameri
can
Metal of Union
mission for Handicapped Children,
who ever heard of a mocking bird MRS. JO WEST
PHELING (left), editor of the Fulton
the Paducah-McCracken County City, Tenn.
County News, met with Mr. and Mrs.
not having the last word? At midElliott Roosevelt
Health Department and the Padunight, when the whole world is and Mack Sisk (right), director of the State Industrial Information
A June wedding is being planDivisi
on,
at
the
Govern
or's pre-derby
cah Charity League.
We
declin
ed a wonderful invita- quiet, or should be, the song be- breakfast in Frankfort. Roosevelt
ned.
is the son of the late president, Frankl
tion to see the famous Derby race gan again, note by note, trill by
in Roosevelt.
"live." After hearing some of the trill, sung loud and lustily from the
stories of the fantastic crowds at top of a telephone pole. For variet
y
the event, we're glad we chose to he threw in his imitations of robsee it on television with friends in ins, cardinals, meadowlarks and
Frankfort.
just general dog whistles. Man being man becomes a mite confused
We did enjoy the invitation to
have breakfast at the Governor's as to what to do when the mocking
Mansion on Saturday morning be- bird favors the general vicinity of
fore the Derby and it was wonder- his house; should he relax and
ful seeing so many old friends. We smile and completely enjoy naitOlAkiStatYM
particularly enjoyed visiting with ture's little clown; or, should he
do what he is so sorely tempted to
the
Elliott Roosevelts who were
CANDIES
also guests at the Mansion. Mr. do, grab any handy old shoe and
Roosevelt is running for Mayor of aim. When the weather gets hot,
Miami, so we had some real cam- and air conditioners get turned on,
paign talk while we enjoyed the and windows stay shut, then man
most delicious scrambled eggs and can completely appreciate the
country sausage this state has songs of the mocking bird because
ever cooked up. There were other
trimmin's to the meal, but those
eggs . . . out of this Derby world.
Ruby and Maxwell McDade also
left last Thursday to motor to
Frankfort to spend the Derby activities with former Fultonians
Margaret and Bill Curlin. It was
our pleasure to come back to Fulton Monday with the McDades and
we decided if anybody enjoyed the
sparkling activities of the Derby
more than the McDades, we don't
know who they are. To all you
homefolks, who are surely interested, you will want to know that
Margaret Curlin has established a
reputation for herself as a portrait
painter of great distinction. We had
the pleasure of seeing some of her
work, and even for an uninformed
critic, we'll say that her portraits
are superb.

to MOTHER with love.

Mothers Day Is

t

/T8ESTTORMOM'SDAY

Sunday, May 9

Cut Flowers

Corsages

Assorted
Chocolates
1 lb. $1.60
2 lbs. 3.15

The Chamber of Commerce had
its yearly inspection tour of the
city Friday. It would have been
just a regulation tour, as tours go,
except for the added spice of having Dan Taylor drive the bus. Now
when he held his hands at ten
o'clock and two o'clock, as the
driving safety
books say you
should, everything went along
bumpily, but fine. However, Dan
uses a great deal more imagination
in his driving than all that. It came
to a point that more people were
watching the driver than the sights.
Twasn't so bad when he drove with
one hand; not too had when he
drove with one hand and turned
his head to talk to the people behind him; but it was when his head
was turned around and both hands
were off the wheel (look mama!
no hands) that the ride became a

Pot Plants
Center Pieces
Cemetery Arrangements
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

Give or send flowers this Mother's Day.
Flowers
are the traditional, the sentimental, the
expre
ssive
gift for Mothers of all ages. No other
remembr.---e
conveys your love quite so well!
— Qualify Service

Let Mother Slip Into a Pair of These
Sunday, Mother's Day!
U. S. Kadettes
Little Ambassadors
1 lb. $2.15
2 lbe.4.25

Mother's Day MAY 9th

— Quality Flcwers
— Free Delivery

Call or Visit

YOUR UNITED FLORISTS
SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOPPE

Carr and Commercial

MAC and FAY FLOWER SHOP
Collinwood

CITY DRUG COMPANY
408 LAKE STREET

FULTON

Phone 20
1!)

JOY LYNN FLOWER SHOP
Walnut Street

Phone 260

KILLEBREW'S FLOWERS AND GIFTS
Commercial Ave

Phone 53

ty", in the form of group discussions using the text "One-Fifth of
the Nation." Mrs. J. H. Lawrence
will give the devotional.
serLight refreshments will
meeting.
the
ved
during
will
Women
Church
United
The
meet in the dining room of the
First Methodist Church tomorrow
NEW YORK — Creating and
(Friday) at 10 a. m., observing packaging new grocery products
May Fellowship Day.
cost manufacturers more than
million a year.
$125
"Poveron
The program will be

combines old-fashioned charm
with modern resorts and fine
new highways for your vacation

Kentucky's bluegrass tirue taffils add interest to a Kentucky vacation.

Re..1%

usuNEW MEMBER OF BASS BUSTERS—Aprillakes,
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Edstreams and ponds and to emphasize GovernorState
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at ono of Kentucky's 12 State
Resort Parks.

fishermen.

Swim, sail, fish, or water ski on sparkling
Kentucky lakes.

Wherever you go in Kentucky you can
travel on modern highways.

ri..............,.....i..ow...r1
SEND FOR FREE KENTUCKY
VACATION PLANNING KIT!
Tells all about
Kentucky vacation attractions,
plus information
on accommodations ...
to help you have
the best vacation ever.

I
1

Travel Div.sion, Public Information Department
Capitol Anne. Building, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
Dept. 0000

a

Planning Kit.
Please send me complete Kentucky Vacation

s
I

Name

I

I
1

Addres,

city
1

State

Zip code

MOTHER'S DAY!
Sunday, May 9th
mONE—HUNDRElD"

Brings out
the actress

The Cayce Junior 4-H meeting,
held April 27, was called to order
by the president, Randy Adams.
This was Community Rally Day
and the girls' work on their cooking and sewing projects really paid
off when many received blue ribbons.
A demonstration on accurate
measuring was given by Carol
Cardwell; Terry Adams demonstrated setting a table for breakfast; Ellen Adams showed the 4-H
how to make a milk shake; Vicky
McClanahan. jelly shampoo; Janet
Adams, a sewing box; Cindy
Brown, tooth powder; Ricky
Adams, a shoe-shine kit.
Wendell McClellan made a talk
on hog pasture and minerals and
Randy Adams talked on conservation.
Winners of the demonstrations
were: Ellen Adams and Terry
Adams of the 5th grade, who tied;
Ricky Adams and Carol Cardwell
of the 6th grade. The two speech
contestants, Wendell McClellan and
Randy Adams, tied.
Refreshments, consisting of cookies and drinks, were served to the
club members and the parents.
Max Wilson, Reporter

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Westpheling:
As chairman of the 1965 Easter
Seal Appeal in Fulton County, I
want to express sincere appreciation to the people for the success
of this campaign, sponsored by the
Kentucky Society for Crippled
Children.
The generous response of contributors to the needs of crippled
children certainly indicates that
the people of Fulton County care
enough to bring hope to the physically handicapped.
Special thanks also are due to
your paper and to Radio Station
WFUL for their support of this appeal, and to the Fulton Rotary
Club, which sponsored the Easter
seals in Fulton County.
On behalf of the many children
who will benefit and for the many
volunteers who contributed so generously of their time and talents,
may I say, "Thank you, one and
all."

DORAN IS SPEAKER
Dr. Adron Doran, president of
Morehead State College and a native of Graves County, will deliver
the commencement address at
Mayfield High School on May 27.

The Biltmore motor hotel in
Union City is adding 20 rooms in
a double-decker expansion program to its property, bringing its
total number of rooms to 85.
BENEDICT HONORED
Col. R. D. Benedict, Fulton's
only Shriner with a 50-year membership, will receive his gold
membership card from Rizpah
Temple at a ceremonial at Madisonville.

Lovely Lorraine
LINGERIE
Here at last—the most perfect-fitting slip ever
made. The only slip that fits your figure no
matter what your size or height—the secret is In
the cut! Slimming gusset sides hide the waist and hips—con
women
tour back gives with body movements. Wonderful for
"on the move," at home, at work—anywhere! Hand-detailed
scalloped embroidery and shadow panel. Tall 84-44, Averaged!,
Short 32-44, Junior 7-13. Extra Size 46-52. COLOR8t

* Slips
* Gowns
* Robes
Pajamas
* Panties

*Complete line of Hallmark cards, tallies and
playing cards
*Gifts in colored glassware, brass, Goldtone
and milkglass
*Pepperite printed stationery, calling cards
and notes
*Picture frames
*Permanent flower arrangements
*Fresh-cut flower arrangements
*Corsages and pillow
corsages
*Wedding flowers a specialty
*Artistic funeral arrangements

The American Cancer Society's
April Crusade against Cancer,
which ended in Fulton last week
marks the beginning of a bigger
and broader attack on the cancer
problem.
This was the forecast of Mrs.
Michael Homra, Crusade Chairman, in announcing the successful
1965 Crusade.
conclusion of the .
"According to • preliminary reports," said Mrs. Homra, "this
year's fund drive will top the
Unit's goal. The generous response
is evidence of the concern and desire of the people of Fulton to do
something about a disease which
will kill an estimated 295,000
Americans in 1965."
Mrs. Homra paid tribute to Fulton ASC volunteers who conducted
the educational and fund-raising
drive and were responsible for
reaching more people than ever
before in Fulton with life-saving
facts about cancer. Many educational leaflets were distributed to
homes in Fulton.
Mrs. Homra urged those who did
not make a contribution during
April to do so now by sending one
to the American Cancer Society, %
Harold Henderson, Fulton Bank,
Fulton, Ky. or to any member of
the Fulton Jr. Woman's Club. "To
cure more," she said, "give more.
Until cancer is brought under control, we must increase our efforts
in research, education and service
for cancer patients."
To all those who aided volunteers
in their successful drive—the press,
radio and television and community leaders, Mrs. Homra expressed
appreciation and gratitude on behalf of the American Cancer Society.

PALESTINE DECORATION,
Sunday, May 9, will be Decoration Day at the Palestine Methodist
Church, on the Middle Road.
Everyone who owns a lot and is interested is urged to pay their dues
Pewitt, who will be at
to Ha the anetery all afternoon on May
1).

The News takes pleasure in wishing "Happy Birthday" to the following friends:
May 7: Jerry Hughes, Charles F.
Maynard; May 8: Robert Bellew,
Billy Wright; May 9: Norma Jean
Byrd, Umphrey McKendree;
May 10: J. T. Brock-well, Ed
Corum, Jimette Gilbert, Alex Haley, Greg McAlister; May 11: Leon
Davis; May 12: Maudie Mae King,
Charles Moss; May 13: Keith
Counee.

TUESDAY SET
Tuesday, May 11, has been set
by the Junior Woman's Club a:
registration of children for the fal:
term of the Fulton Kindergarten.
Registration will be from 9 tc
11 a. m. Due to State regulations
there will be a limit of 24 childrer.
enrolled.

You'll Say they're delicious!

BARBECUED RIBS
T
FROM THE KEG RESTAURAN
, Ky.
Fulton

Lake Street
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For Fine Liquors
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands- Fulton

General Electric Steam iron
__
General Electric radio

$ 9.95

General electric hair dryer
Sealy PosturePedic mattress

$19.95

$14.95
$79.50

9 x 12 Rug with pad
General Electric can opener

___ $12.88
$12.95

G-E Automatic toaster
Corning Ware set

$14.95
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Sunday, May 16, has been designated as Decoration Day at Fairview and Greenlea Cemeteries in
Fulton.

Remember Mothers Day ... Sunday May 9112The s
gress a
Church
(Friday
pastor
Church,
Bro. J
the Fir
field, is

Yes! You may give
Her a BAY'S

Scott's Floral Shoppe

GIFT

Phone 20
Carr at Commercial

CERTIFICATE!

Accessories
* Helen Ayars cosmetics
* Ship 'N Shore Blouses
* Bradley Sportswear
* Buxton Billfolds
* Jewelry
Gloves
* Purses
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Another great season for the sensational look of stacked heels. Low,
of
your
tempo
the
with
and
line
s
heels that keep pace with fashion' tailored
that
life...no wonder they're called Tempos...those clever little gad-alagute

*

WICKER STRAW
BAGS
$2.99 _ $4.99 _ $6.99
Black - Toast - Neutral - White

Your purchase means VOTES for
your favorite youth organization in
our Outdoor Camper contest! See
our windows; come in and get the
details.
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS

•McCONNELL NEWS
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell •

• CAYCE NEWS

By Mrs. Carey Frtelds

New shrubs have been planted
around the Church of Christ buildRev. Russell Rogers filled his
Recent guests of Mrs. Daisie ing which add materially to the
regular appointment at New Sa- Bondurant were Mrs. Bob Coving- appearance.
lem Baptist Chtuch the past Sun- ton of Union City, Mrs. Pattie Mae
Mrs. Evelyn West of Newbern,
day at 11 a. m. Sunday School con- Burnette, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Tenn., visited Mr. and
Mrs. Charvenes at 10 a. m., and the attend- Burnette, Mr. and Mrs. Malcomn ley Gill Sunday afternoon
.
ance was up to 127. The evening Inman and Mrs. Elmer Mxson.
worship follows the BTU, which
Harold Wayne Sills was injured
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Woodside spent in a tractor accident Sunday afmeets at 6:30 p. m. Midweek prayer service is Wednesday evening the week end with Mr. and Mrs. A. ternoon and is hospitalized in the
and meets at 7:30 p. m., followed Simpson.
Jones Clinic in Fulton.
by the regular business meeting.
Mrs. Jim Ammons and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Chapman reMr. and Mrs. Wess Jones re- Maye Wall spent last week in cently moved to our vicinity. They
turned home Saturday, after a Memphis, visiting Mrs. Lillian have lived in and around this area
for many years and have now movweek's visit with children, Herchel, Newton and Miss Sue Ammons.
Robert and John Wayne Jones and
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Harrison ed to what is known as the Charley
their families in Chicago. They had are now living in Cayce in Horace Goodjine farm.
a nice visit while there.
Roper's house, while their new
Miss Anna Lou Cardwell attendJ. W. Bynum continues to im- home is being built on the Hick- ed a Farmers Home Administration
prove at his home near here. He is man highway.
meeting in Jackson last Thursday
able to be up and around the house.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Jones and and Friday.
Mrs. J. Carbitt Rickman has children also have a new home on
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Pruitt, who
been suffering from a siege of the Clinton-Cayce
highway, of have Nved on the farm known as
arthritis, requiring some medica- which they are real proud - just the Majors farm for some
time,
tion. We are hoping for her a soon across the highway from his moth- are moving to Fulton.
er, Mrs. Virginia Jones.
complete recovery.
Those attending the Soout-OMr. and Mrs. Cecil Cruce of Rama at Paducah Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter
from
spent Sunday in Martin, where Milan spent Sunday with Mrs. here were: Den Mothers Doris Parthey were dinner guests of chil- Mary Cruce and Mrs. Ella Freeze. ham, Mary Jane Coley and
June
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene LassiMrs. Grace Copps of Tiptonville, Elliott; Cub Scouts Brad Boggess,
Mrs. Harry Bushart of South Ful- Charles Elliott, Brad Coley, Richter.
Rev. and Mrs. Dallas Hemphill ton and Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Camp- ard Parham; Boy Scout Harry
of Union City were in this section bell spent Thursday afternoon with Busthart. Mrs. Dorita Boggess and
Sunday, attending church at New Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cruce.
Miss Anna Lou Caldwell also atQuarterly meeting of the Cayce tended.
Salem and were dinner guests of
their brother, Grover True, and and Mt. Zion Churches was held at
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Haynie of
the Cayce Methodist Church Sun- Madison, Indiana, will
Mrs. True.
visit her
Some work has been done on the day with Rev. Underhill, district parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mead-,
late Mr. Joe Westbrook's place, superintendent, preaching Sunday ows, and other relatives this week.
where a bulldozer was used to morning.
We are glad Glenn Covington has
clear away some on the front. The
farm was jtist recently purchased returned home from the hospital
POWER CONSUMPTION
by Jack Peeler and he is using his and wish him a speedy recovery.
TO TRIPLE BY 1900
Mrs. Emma Brown spent the last
own equipment.
Mrs. T. T. Harris is feeling some two weeks with her daughters in
WASHINGTON — The Federal
better at her home near here and Detroit, Michigan.
Power Commission predicts that
Mrs. Luther Clark attended the Americans will need three times as
Mr. Harris is also doing nicely,
which all friends will be glad to W. S. C. S. of the Memphis Metho- much electric power by 1980 as is
dist Conference in Paducah last used now. It forecasts consumpt
know.
ion
"Get Well" wishes are sent to week.
of 2.8 trillion kilowatt hours a year.
Mrs. Velva Hawks, Sr., who is a
patient in the Fulton Hospital.
Among those from here who are
seniors at Palmersville High
School are: Bobby Rickman, Sara
Gene Hall Poyner and Lois Gayle
Workman, with graduation exer111=IN11911B
cises to be held May 20. Congratulations are in order for these fine
young people.
Mrs. Chap Johnson is indisposed,
IIIM111111111111MMII
suffering from an attack of allergy,
which is prevalent at this season
due to pollen, dust and such.
• Paint home
• Storm windows
* Renovate Kitchen
• New or refinished floors
* Roof and gutters
• Papering, plastering
CRUTCHFIELD BAR-B-G
• New heating system
• Add garage
A barbecue supper will be held
* New plumbing
• Aid breezeway
Friday night, May 7, at the Crutch* Rewiring or new outlets
• Add or enlarge porch or room
field Methodist Church. Barbecue,
• Home insulation
baked beans, cole slaw and good
* Remodel bathroom, bedroom,
home-made pie will be served,
* Weather stripping
living room, attic
family style, beginning about 5:30
p. in. and ending at 7:30 p. m.
The price is $1.25 for adults, 75c for
children, for all you can eat.
By Miss Clarice Boadurant

„• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.„. .•.•.„. „. . „.•. .
and Qod bless Mother
":•-.:,,...*:*:*:*:•:*:•:*:*;•:•:?:•.-c.r".•:•••-:777.- ":•••7,7::::VV77.".`0.7.::::'.:'.'77.*.•••••••
•-:*".`."7::"7".7r:".% •..

This little one is aware of his mother's tender care, and responds with love.
It would be wonderful if all of us showed our love for our Mothers all of the time.
Even if we have been a little neglectful, we have an opportunity to
go all out this Sunday, and express to her our love
and appreciation for her goodness to us. The Bible tells US to
"Honour thy Father and thy Mother."
On this special Mother's Day attend church
and share in celebrating this time
with others.

Planning To Make Any Of

These Home Improvements?

.

CH
The Church is God's appointed agency in this
world for spreading the knowledge of His love
for man and of His demand for man to respond
to that love by loving his neighbor. Without
this grounding in the love of God, no government or society or way of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so
dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one should support
the‘Church for the sake of the welfare of himself and his family. Beyond that, however,
Vialicson should uphold and participate In
the Church because it tells the truth about
man's life, death and destiny; the truth which
alone will set him free to live as a child of
God.

.•••••

100% Loan- -No Down Payment

REVIVAL ENDING
The spring revival is now in progress at the Water Valley Baptist
Church and will close tomorrow
(Friday) night. Bro. Gerald Stow,
pastor of the South Fulton Baptist
Church, is doing the preaching and
Bro. John G. Dickerson, pastor of
the First Baptist Church in Mayfield, is leading the singing.

©Coleman Adv. Set., P. 0. Box 20067, Dallas 20, Texas

FIRST FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
214 Main

Fulton

Phone 37

This Series of Church Ads Is Being Published Through the Cooperation of the Local Ministerial
Association and IsSponsored By The Undersigned Individuals and Business Institutions
BURNk.I it. TRACTOR CO.

Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE

Everything the farmer needs

See us for all your insurance needs

A New Line of Fine Jarman Shoes for Mer
Budget Priced "Story Book" Shoes foi
Children

207 E. Fourth

Fulton, Ky.

231 Main Street

Phone 62

220 Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Atkins, Reams and Taylor

Jobbers of Shell Products

Farm & Auto Insurance
Fulton

Phone 255

Farmer's Liability Coverage
208 Main St.,

Fulton

Office Phone

Water Valley Implement Co.
Your Allis Chalmers, Massey-Ferguson
and New Holland Deafer

ELIZABETH'S

Water Valley, Ky.

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear

CAN OPENER
with KNIFE SHARPENER

Gordon's Esso Service Station
307 Main
Road Service, Washing & Lubricating

RR

1488

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Fulton, Ky.

Hemphill Cities Service Station

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
PURE MILK COMPANY
Phone 813

, TAN* .

•Sitn• and work-saving
i•nc• for mother,
wif•, grandrnoth•r1

"Your International Harvester Dealer"
314 Walnut St.

307 Broadway
South Fulton

Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

Phone 447

Real Estate Broker - Phone 61

E. W.James & Son Super Markets
Hickman, Ky.

Open 9:00 to 9:00
Mon.. Fri. - Sat.

9:00 to 6:00
Tues. -Ned. - Thur

COLONEL C. W.BURROW
309 Walnut St.

Potion, Ky.

Phone 16
Union City, Tenn.

Pleasant View and Obion Counts
SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

THE CTITIENS BANK

Memorial Gardens

Furnaces, Roofing, Tin Work

Make our bank your bank

With Irrevocable ?runt

9
g ggjkv

Fulton, Ky.

NAILLING IMPLEMENT CO.

• Disp•ndabl• quality...
on•-y•ar guarant••1

P•N•

Phones 70 & 428

At the store or at your door

• super-savings priced
...IImlf•d fins* only!

OPENS

Hickman, Ky.

"Your Prescription Drug Store"

Tires, Batteries, Minor Repairs
Broadway, Fulton.
Phone: 9129

SHARPENS
KNIVES

HICKMAN FULTON COUNTEU
RURAL ELECTRIC CO-OP
Live Better Electrically

State Line & Carr St. Fulton Phone: 242

OUR
REG.

Phone 540

Hickman, Ky.

Phone 2655

"That the Beauty of Life May Barytes"

-••••••••OwAlio•
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B&PW Members
Hear Talk On
Mental Health

Continued From Page One)
With the youth Were two companions-Charles
Williams, 18,
4000 McComb street, Fulton, and
Aarris Prittle, 17, 410 Vine street,
Fulton.
Williams told officers he and
his companions were driving toMrs. E. F. Glenn, head of the
ward Union City when the hood Mental Health Clinic
in Paducah,
on their car blew up. They pulled was the speaker
Business
the
at
their car off the highway onto and Professio
nal Women's Club
the shoulder of the road, he said, meeting
Tuesday,-.rtgM. Mrs. Glenn
while attempting to get the hood spoke
on "Out Attitude Toward
Meanwhile, young
Sack down.
Mental Illness" and gave some
'.(night stood behind the car with
amazing statistics concerning West
flashlight
, waving traffic around
t
Kentucky and-Fulton County.
-hem.
The dinner meeting was held at
They were unable to get the
iood to stay down and Williams Travelers Inn and hostesses were
said he began driving the car Ruth Grooms, Louise Johnson and
slowly up a hill, still on the should- Bessie Green. Nelle Lowe, chairman of the Personal Development
'r of the highway.
Williams said a car, moving to- committee, was in charge of the
yard Fulton, suddenly came over program.
During the business session, the
he top of the hill, passing another
2ar on the wrong side of the following officers were elected to
aig:-.way. Williams said he shouted serve du,ring the coming year: Loor Knight to watch out for the rene Harding, president; Ruth
_- •ar but that Knight failed to get Scott, first vice president; Dorothy
Douglas, second vice president;
nit of the way in time.
Williams ran to a nearby house Amaline Homra, treasurer; Fran'o borrow a flashlight and located ces Jones, recording secretary;
he body of his friend. An ambul- Louise Johnson, corresponding secince was summoned from Fulton. retary.
Ramelle Pigue, president, called
attention to the State Convention to
ELECTIONbe held in Owensboro on May
14-15-16. Delegates elected to at(Continut
Jni Page One)
tend the meeting, are: Ramelle
superintendents are selected was Pigue, Lorene Harding,
Anna Belle
settled long ago to thesatisfaction Edwards and Gertrude
Murphey
.
of everybody concerned. The prob'ems of a county school superintendent are big enough now, without having to bother with getting
,lected every four years," he
added.
"Kentucky ranks 45th nationally
'n the amount it pays its school
teachers. Can you imagine getting
Iced people to come to the State
if they had to spend money to get Mrs. Lewis
C. Sowell of Clinton
'he job. It's ridiculous to discuss
has been elected first vice presi'he matter, but even more irritatdent of the Kentucky Association
:ng." he continued.
In Hickman County, the poll in- of Christian Churches at the Asdicated, Mrs. Westpheling has a sociation's General Assembly in
?lear cut edge over the other two Louisville. Franklin R. McGuire,
candidates. Since both Maddox and minister of the First Christian
Graves have always been identified Church in Georgetown, was electvith the Chandler-Waterfield fac- ed president.
tion of the Democratic party, Mrs. Sowell is associated with
political leaders believe that Lt.- her husband in the grain
and millGov. Harry Lee Waterfield would ing business in
Clinton and serves
he reluctant to choose between as vice
president of the firm. She
.- ither of his two long-time personal
has been a member of the Dele'riends and supporters. Mr. Waterfield indicated earlier that "the gate Council dnd Executive Board
individuals at home knew the , of the Kentucky Association of
orincipal involved as well as I did." Christian Churches. In her local
Fulton County, the poll indicated, church she is a teacher of the
"belongs clearly to Mrs. Westphel- lAdult Bible Class, a Deaconess
ing. In Fulton," the poll said, and member of the church Board.
"where she has raised money from A native of Huntsville, Tennessee,
everything from a factory to a
Sowell holds the B. A. degree
wheel chair, even her severest from the University of Tennesse
e
critics admit that they are going and has been a high school
teacher
to vote for her because she is a in Manchester and
Knoxville, Tenn.
!lard worker and a fighter."
As first vice president of the Ken"Besides having the solid sup- tucky Associati
on of • Christian
port of the business cornmuniky Churches
, Mrs. Sowell will serve
2ven in areas where Mr. Maddox
as chairman of its Delegate Counis clainiing his strongest support,"
cil.
.
zhe poll said, "the Fulton editor
The General Assembly also
and radio commentator will bring
out a large rural vote in the entire elected representatives to the
listrict because as one family said Assembly of the Kentucky Council
`Jo is going to help us. We'll know of Churches, including Loren A.
ve've got a representative when Broadus of Mayfield and Oscar L.
she goes up there,' they said."
Mayes, Jr.. of Bardwell..

children are Jimmy 14, Karen 12,
Joan, 6 and Joe Mack nine months.
Fulton postmaster Joe Treas
was elected president of the
Kentucky chapter of
the National Association of Postmasters
of the United States Saturday at
the annual convention told at
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Nylons
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Boxes

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, NC

Jars

Pkgs.

of 12
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980

STRIETMANN

SUNSHINE

-Club Crackers

Hi-Ho Crackers

35°

HEAVY DUTY FOIL

MRS. F ILBERTS

6-0z.

Box

1-Pint 12-0z. 690
Bottle

REYNOLDS WRAP
HOUSEHOLD FOIL
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1
2-0:
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)
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All
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Size
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COMPTON HONORED
Gene C. Compton, 33, news
director of WPSD-TV, Paducah,
has been named to receive the
Kentucky Farm Bureau's sixth
annual Communications Award to
a state broadcaster.

90 Proof - $4.85 4/5 Ot. $1.55

63

QUANTITIES
Super Right
(
)
3-Lb. Pkg.
Fresh
lb. 43c
or More..

Liquid

friends of the West
Ken-Tenn Chapter No. 793, Na- Fulton is among communities
tkinal Association of Retired Civil who will receive technical planrt:mployees, will meet at 11 a. m., ning assistance from one of five
May 11th at the Blue Bank Motel, new development unit offices to be
Iteelfoot Lake. Lunch will be ser- established soon by the Kentucky
Department ot,,cpmmeree.
ved at the noon hour.
Among the guests will be the I Ron Miller •fias been assigned to
;tate president, and others from handle the affairs in Fulton, also
Nashville; past state president, in Mayfield, Murray and Benton.
Regional Vice President Jessie
Turner, and others, as well as
ANGUS COWS
Campbell & Walker, Fulton, remembers from Memphis, Paris and
cently purchased five registered
Dyersburg.
Non-members are invited and Angus cows from Robert Bagwell,
Union City, Tennessee.
viOors are always welcome.

Discover how
J7Me
a bourbon can be

It was said that the present
state constitution considers postmasters ineligible to serve in
such positions re,garding them as
federal officers, while many other
states take the opposite view.

Semi-Boneless

I

letired Civil Employees Fulton
Is Assigned
To Host State Officers
Development Planner
Members and

Coal. Revision Committee Is now
in session, it was urged that
Breathitt call the matter to the
committee's attention.

SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED

Clinton Lady
Named To High
Church Office

HARGROVE HERE MAY 14
Roy Hargrove, a contact repre-entative of the Kentucky Dis'bled Ex-Serviceman's board, will
e in Fulton May 14 at the Chem)er of Commerce office from 9
a. m. to 3: p. m.

1Centucky Dam Huge.
burg; Ma ble Day, Soldiners; san" public service positions
.
James D. Seyears of Sturgis was ; Aileen Hall, Betsy Lane and W.
It asked the governor to take
elected to represent this area as R. Sizemore, Hayden.
the action to relieve an "inone of six vice presidents. Mrs.
equity'
in the constitution which
Kentucky members unanimously
Delma Smith of Garfield was rerelegates postmasters to "second
elected secretary-treasurer. Bud adopted a number of resolutions class
cittiz,enslaip" by
refusing
Hudson of Hopkinsville was nam- .includin
g on: calling on
Gov. them the right to serve on sue ,
ed a director.
Edward T. Breathitt to recom- bodies as school boards, municiOther vice
presidents named mend a revision in the
state pal utility commissions and in
were: W. S. Chambers, West- constitution to
allow postmasters "many related public services."
port, W. S. Johnston, Lawrence- freedom to serve in
"non-partiPointing out that the Constitu-

One)

STORE HOURS -- Monday thrn Friday 8:am. lo 6.41 pm. Saturday HO am.-8:00 pm.

Steve

Royce 1
will lea
Springs,
appoint]
academ

